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ABSTRACT

Currently, little is known about the genetic and biological Nnctions of avian
reovirus (ARV), an atypical member of the family Reovindoe and the prototype of ail
non-enveloped syncytia-inducing vinises. In this study, we created temperature sensitive
(ts) mutants by chernical mutagenesis of ARV strain 13 8. We developed a novel

efficiency of Lysis (EOL) technique to screen for temperature sensitivity and used the
classical efficiency of plating (EOP) assay to identm 17 ARV t.s mutants. Painvise
mixed infection of these mutants and evaluation of recombinant progeny ts status led to
their organization into 7 recombination groups. This indicates that these new groups of
ARV mutants represent the majority of the ARV genome. To phenotypically characterize

each mutant and localize the effects of the ts lesion within the virai lifecycle, the ability
to synthesize double stranded RNA (dsRNA) at permissive (33S°C)and non-permissive
temperature (39S°C)was analyzed. Recombination groups 4 D, E, F, and G failed to
produce dsRNA 39S°C,and indicated their mutations inhibit a stage prior to or during
replication or genome packaging. In contrast, recombination groups B and C were
capable of dsRNA synthesis at both temperatures, and suggested the effects of their ts

lesions exkt in the capsid assembly process or virus release. The temperature sensitive
lesions in two mutants were mapped by the reassortant assay and were identified within
the S2 and L2 gene segment for recombination groups A (prototype tsAL2) and D
(prototype tsD46), respectively. Morphological analysis of tsA 12 indicated an
accumulation of cores and incomplete outer shell particles at non-permissive temperature.

The &Al2 S2 gene segment (oAmajor core protein) was sequenced and suggasted that a
singie amino acid change @ r ~ l i n to
e ~leucinei5g)
~~
is responsible for the ts phenotype.
Uniïke tsA12, the assembly defect of tsD46 is characterized by a decrease in al1 viral and

sub-viral particles at non-permissive temperature. The tsD46 ts mutation resides within
the presumed RNA dependent RNA polymerase-protein, AB,and may be responsible for
the poor growth phenotype at restrictive temperature.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Avian reovirus: background and general characterisitics.
Avian reovirus (ARV) ùifects a variety of avian species worldwide (Jordan and

Pattison, 1996). ARV infections, spread through fecal contarninated food and water
sources (Jordan and Pattison, 1996), are responsible for considerable economic losses in
commercial breeding operations Werenda and Franco, 1996). Immature infected birds
commonly develop tenosynovitis (viral arthntis), a condition that cripples those aEected
and causes a general lack of performance, such as diminished weight gains and poor feed
conversion rates, and Ieads to a reduced marketability of the bird (Calnek et al.,1997).
Avian reovims is a member of the orthoreovirus genus in the family Reovirihe.

The orthoreoviruses are divided into 3 subgroups: mamrnalian reovims (MRV) species
(subgroup l), avian reovinis and nelson bay reovinis (NBV) species (subgroup 2), and
baboon reovirus (BRV) (subgroup 3). In comparison to MRV, the prototypic member of
the genus, little is known about ARV (Van Regenmortel et al., 2000). To date,
investigations have identified structural and molecular sirnilarities between ARV and

MRV. ARV is a non-enveloped, icosahedral particle (70-80 nm diameter) with two
protein capsid layers (imer shell or core and the outer shell). The virion carries 10 linear
double stranded RNA (dsRNA) gene segments that encode 11 proteins (Sheng Yin et ai.,
2000; Shmulevitz and Duncan, 2000). The genome migrates to 3 size classes by SDS-

polyacrylarnide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE): 3 large segments (L1, L2, L3), 3

medium sized segments (Ml, M 2 , M3), and 4 small segments (S 1, S2, S3, S4).

Nine of

the gene segments are monocistronic and encode a single different protein (7 structural:

li&

AB, AC,

pB,

04 OB;2 non-structural: pJS, aNS), while the SI gene segment

encodes a structural protein (OC)and non-structural protein (1110) Figure 1) (MartinezCostas et al., 1997; Shrnulevitz and Duncan, 2000). Important daerences between ARV

and MRV interactions with their host ceils have been reported, such as A R V ' s lack of
hemagglutination and the ability of ARV to induce syncytium (Martinez-Costas et al.,
1997).

ARV infected cells promote fusion with adjacent cells (syncytia formation),

unlike marnmalian reoviruses. ALI non-enveloped viruses capable of inducing syncytia
belong to the Reoviniiize family, where ARV serves as the prototypic fusogenic virus. A
novel 10 kDa ARV protein @IO) induces this fusion and proteins with similar fùnction
and important conserved motifs were identified in NBV and BRV (Shmulevitz and
Duncan, 2000).

1.2 Virus structure.

The structure of avian reovirus is largely unknown; however, the mode1 presented

in Figure 1 (Duncan, 1996; Van Regenmortel et al., 2000) is constructed based on ARV
and MRV protein distribution similarities and correlation to the MRV crystal structure
(Reinisch et al.,2000). Although the morphology of ARV has not been confirmed, crude
structural analyses have identified only small dmerences fiom MRV (Van Regenmortel

et al., 2000). The avian reovinis capsid consists of two concentrk protein layers, similar
to other members of the Reoviridize. The capsid is assembled fiom the 8 viral structural
proteins, whereas the viral non-structural proteins (pNS, oNS,p 10) are not included in

dsRNA
ARV 176

Virion

ARV 138

Structural
Proteins

-

Equivalent
MRV
Proteins

Figure 1. ARV genotype, protein profile, and predicted structure. A-The 20 dslRNA
gene segments of ARV 138 and ARV 176 and their unique electropherotypes (gene
segment mobiiities) are presented as seen by SDS-polyacrylarnide gel electrophoresis

(SDS-PAGE). B. The ARV structurai proteins encoded by these gene segments are
shown as resolved by SDS-PAGE. Cieavage of pBc during entry generates the 6 protein
of the ISVP. To indicate that 6 is not a structural protein within the mature virion, it is
shown off center within the gel. The equivalent mammaiian reovirus structural proteins

are Iisted adjacent to the ARV protein profile. C. The predicted Iocation of the structural
proteins (color coded for reference to the protein profile) are depicted in the cartoon
particle that is sectioned into the three sequentiai stages of viral uncoating: the virion,
intermediate sub-viral particle (ISVP),and core.

the mature virion. The inner capsid or core fonns a complete icosahedrai particle with
spikes (XC)that protmde from the 12 vertices (Figure 1). The outer shell (Figure 1)
condenses ont0 the pre-assembled core, and f o m s an incomplete protein layer of T=13
symmeûy (assumed based on sùniIanty to MRV outer shell structure; Van Regenmortel

et al., 2000). nie core (Figure 1 and 2) is cornpnsed of 5 structural proteins (2.4 )cB, AC,
pA, GA). LA and CA are the major core proteins while the XC pentamers (spikes) and XI3

and pA minor interna1 proteins are associated only at the vertices (Martinez Costas et al.,
1995; 1997). The outer shell Figure 1 and 2) consists of 0,WC,
aB, and 12 aC trimers

at each vertex (Theophilus et al., 1995). jd3 is an uncleaved precursor of major structural
protein @c and is present in minor amounts relative to its cleavage product @uncan,
1996). The hC protein of the imer capsid transverses the outer layer and is exposed at
the surface of the Wion (Martinez Costas et al., 1997). The virus is found to exist in 4
morphological states: virion, ISVP, core, and top component (Figure 1 and 2). The
mature Wion consists of the inner and outer capsid layers as mentioned above. The

virion is proteolytically processed (in vitro or dunng infection) such that aB is degraded,
pBc is cleaved, and oC extends to give rise to an intermediate subviral particle (ISVP).

ISVP loss of OC and the @C cleavage product produces the core, the final uncoated form
found withh the host cytoplasm. The fourth structure, top component, is a defective
particle produced during in£ection that retains the double capsid but lacks the dsRNA
genome. Thus, top component particles acquired theû narne due to their low buoyant

density in cesium chloride compared to mature virus.

Figure 2.

Components of the avian reovirus double shelled capsid and vatious

morphologicai states of the vins. ARV 138 infected ce11 lysates were prepared and

pelleteci ont0 formvar coated 400 mesh grids and stained with phosphotungsten acid as
described in Materials and Methods, section 2.7.2. Virai and sub-viral particles were
visualized in a Philips mode1 201 electron microscope and photographs were taken. AU
prints are at a final mapification of 200, 000x. A. Virion: the mature virion consists of
10 segments of dsRNA encased by a double layered protein capsid, sirnilar to other

members of the family Reoviridae. B. The core: the imer capsid layer of the virion. C.
Outer sheii: the outer protein layer that adds ont0 the core structure to complete the
capsid structure. D. Top component: a defective viral particle produced during infection
that is wmposed of the double protein shell but lacks the dsRNA genome.

1.3 Lifecycie of avian reovirus.

1.3-1 Virus attachment and entry.
Attachent of the mature virion to the target cell, mediated by the aC celi
attachment protein, facilitates entry via the receptor mediated endocytosis pathway
(Theophilos et al., 1995). The acidic endosomal environment is required to process ARV
outer capsid proteins during entry and leads to the production of the ISVP. As the
conversion to the ISVP occurs, oC is extended and oB is lost (Sheng Yin et ai-,
2000). Cleavage of the major outer capsid protein pBc into 6 exposes hydrophobic

residues that promote interaction with the endosomal membrane and entry into the
cytoplasm (Duncaq 1996). Unlike MRV entry, a delayed, independent cleavage event of
pBc occurs and gives nse to 6'.

The finctional significance the two pBc cleavage

specifkities is unknown and 6' may reflect an intermediate entry step or a byproduct of

an unproductive entry pathway (Duncan, 1996). The ISVP is processed firther (pBc16
and OC loss) and results in the production of the transcriptionally active core particle
within the host cytoplasm (Mutinez-Costas et al., 1997). Production of an ISVP prior to
host celi attachment allows the virus to bypass receptor mediated endocytosis entry and
fuse directly with the ce11 membrane (Duncan, 1996). Group and serotype specific
antibodies target the aB major outer capsid protein and the cell attachment protein (oc)
respectively, and inhibit Wal infection (Sheng Yin et al.,2000; Theophilus et al., 1995).
1.3.2 Replication.

To date, ARV replication has not been descnbed, in contrast to the extensively
characterized MRV replication strategy. Similarities between ARV and MRV intravirion

proteh distributions and fixnctions suggest they may possess a comrnon replication cycle.

The uncoating of reoviruses is incomplete and the core represents the final entry product.

This core particle is transcriptionally active and carries ail enzymes for transcription of
(+)

sense messanger RNAs ( M A ) .

Collectively, RNA dependent RNA polymerase

WdRp), helicase, and RNA triphosphatase activities are found wit hin the polymerase
(MR.V U) and its cofactor (MEW p2)- Based on correlation to MRV and stoichiornetnc
analyses the predicted equivalent ARV proteins are XI3 and p& respectively (Van
Regenmortel et al., 2000). The MRV h2

and ARV

hC

proteins possess

guanylytransferase and methyltransferase activity and catalyze the addition of a 5'
methylated cap to mRNA transcripts (Martinez-Costas et a/., 1995).
The mammalian reovirus replication cycle occurs in three stages: primary
transcription, secondary transcription, and encapsidation. Primary transcription from the
parental (-)RNA template produces 5' capped mRNAs. Transcripts are extmded fiom the
core through channels within MRV A2 spikes (ARV equivaient: hC) and enter the
cytoplasm for trandation by host translational machinery. Four genes are transcnbed

(MRV: LI, M3, S3, S4) and the early protehs they encode (MRV: h3, pNS, oNS,0 3
respectively) function to stimulate prirnary transcription from al1 10 template (-)RN&.
These 5' capped mRN& are translated or, later in the replication cycle, act as tempiate
for the synthesis of the dsRNA genome. A single copy of each (+)RNAstrand is assorted
into a transcriptase/assortment complex where synthesis of the complementary (-)strand
occurs. Conserved nucleotide sequences on the 10 RNA segments allow discrimination
of viral RNA from host RNA. Avian reovirus S-class gene segments contain conserved

terminal 5'-GCU&//-UC AUC-3' sequences (read, by convention, fiom the (+)RNA
sequence) (Sheng Yi et al.,2000) and suggests they may fiinction as the virus-host RNA
recognition signds. However, identification of conserved motifs within the ARV M and
L-cIass gene sequences is required. Individual mammdian reovïrus RNA species also
posses segment specific signals that d o w the assortment complex to sequester all 10
M e r e n t RNA species. The MRV oNS protein binds single stranded RNA (ssRNA) and

may fùnction in assortment of gene segments.

Similarly, the homologous ARV non-

structural protein (GNS)binds ssRNA in a sequence independent manner (Chiu et al.,
1997; Sheng Yin et al., 2000; Yh et ai., 1998) but its role in RNA assortment is

unknown. The marnrnalian reovirus non-structural protein p.NS binds ssRNA and
associates with the ce11 cytoskeleton and may also have a role in genome packaging (Van
Regenmortel et al., 2000).

The knction of ARV p N S has not been described.

Secondary transcription results in the production of uncapped viral mRNAs f?om newly
synthesized (-)RNA strand template. The majonty of transcription occurs at this stage.

Fimdy, structural proteins encapsidate the progeny dsRNA genomes to complete the
replication cycle. These mature virions are arranged in paracrystaiiine arrays within nonmembranous inclusion bodies in the ce11 cytoplasm (Van Regenmortel et al., 2000).

Avian reoviruses have evolved a mechanism to evade an innate host antiviral
response and promote survival. The GA protein binds dsRNA in a sequence non-specific
manner (Sheng Yin et aï., 2000) and it's association with the viral genome segments
prevents activation of host dsRNA dependent enzymes that inhibit protein synthesis
(Martinez-Costas et al., 2000). In contras& the MRV 0 3 major outer capsid protein

(ARV equivalent: OB) prevents similar dsRNA induced mechanisms of host protein
synthesis shut off (Tmani and Jacobs, 1988).
1.3.3. Assembly.
To date, the avian reovhs assembly process has not been investigated.

In

contrat, studies that involve MRV temperature sensitive (tr) mutants have been used to

deheate M R V assembly (Coombs, 1998). Encapsidation of viral dsRNA within the
assortment complexes can be described in three sequential stages.

The major core

protehs h l (ARV LA) and 0 2 (ARV GA) condense with the minor protein ;U (ARV AB)
to form a primary core complex (Coombs, 1998; Hazelton, 1998). The addition of the
pentamenc spike protein h2 (ARV ÂC) and the ce11 attachment protein ol (ARV OC) at

each of the 12 vertices produces the complete core particle (Coombs, 1998). To complete
assembly of the virion, the 0 3 (ARV OB)and p1/p lc (ARV @/pBc) outer shell proteins
complex together and then condense ont0 the core around the h2 spikes (Shing and
Coombs, 1996). Assembly of MRV core and outer shell structures can occur
independently of one another (Coombs et al., 1994; Fields, 1971; Mutsuhisa and Joklik,
1974)
1.3.4 Syncytia formation

Prior to ARV release by host ce11 lysis, the infected cells develop into syncytia
(10-12 hours post-infection), characteristic of orthoreovirus subgroup 2 (ARV, NBV) and
3 (BRV) (Shmulevitz and Duncan, 2000; Van Regenmortel et al., 2000). Syncytia are

large rnultinucleated ceUs produced tiom fusion of infected cells with adjacent cells. A
novel 10 kDa non-structural protein @IO) first identified in avian reovinis is responsible

for this fûsion event. Since the discovery of p10, non-stmctural fiisogenic proteins have

been identifieci in NBV (plONBV) and BRV @15) and are collectively called FAST
proteins (fusion associated s m d transmembrane proteins). The tricistronic S 1 gene
segment consists of one unexpressed open reading f i m e (ORF) and two fùnctional
ORFs, where the ld ORF encodes p l 0 and the 2* ORF encodes OC (Shmulevitz and
Duncan, 2000).

Similarly, the equivalent M W gene segment (Sl) encodes the cell

attachent protein (al) and a non-structural protein (cls). However, MRV 01s does not

induce ce11 fusion.

p l 0 is transported through the endoplasmic reticulurn/golgi pathway

and is inserted into the ce11 membrane as a type 1 integrai transmembrane protein
(Shmuievitz and Duncan, 2000) where it finctions in cell-to-celi fùsion and is not

included in the mature Wion structure. It is unknown if pl0 acts independently to
promote fbsion or in conjunction with a host protein (Shmulevitz and Duncan, 2000).
Syncytia formation is not essential for virai replication, release or pathogenesis but the
rapid dissemination and increased rate of infection that results fiom cell-cell firsion is
advantageous to the virus. In the final stages of infection ARV is released by cell lysis,
typical of non-enveloped vinises (Duncan et al,1996).

1.4 Temperature sensitive (a)mutants.

Conditionally lethal mutants have been extensively exploited to delineate many
biologic processes in the field of virology (Black et al.,1994; Carleton and Brown, 1996;
Chen et al.,1994; Compton et al., 1990; Ericsson et al., 1995; Millns et al., 1994; Mitraki

and King, 1992; Nagy et al., 1995;Rixon et al..1992; Schwartzberg et al., 1993;Shikova
et al., 1993;W~skerchenand Muesing, 1995). Temperature sensitive (a)mutant studies

have led to a more detailed understanding of protein fùnction in aîtachment, entry,
replication and assembly, intracellular communication, viral pathogenesis, and protein
f o l d i g pathways in many vinises such as marnmaiian reovirus, rotavirus, orbivinis,
poliovirus, and vaccinia virus (Coombs, 1998; Demasi and Traktman, 2000).

In the

ReowMn&e,ts mutants have been generated by a variety of methods. The rnajority of
MRV fs mutants were created by chernical mutagenesis (niuous acid, nitrosoguanidine,
proflavin, o r 5-fluorouracil) of newly synthesized progeny dsRNA within uifected ceii

cultures or mutagenesis of purifïed virions (Fields and Joklik, 1969; Ikegami and
Gomatos, 1968).

Serial passage of viruses at high multiplicity of infection or

psuedorevertants rescued fiom persistent (non-lytic) ts mutant infections have also
generated temperature sensitive mutants (Coombs, 1998). By definition, ts mutants are
capable of infection, replication and release at permissive temperature whereas growth at
non-permissive temperature results in an impaired or unproductive infection. Analysis of

the mutant phenotype at non-permissive temperature in cornparison to permissive
temperature provides a link with gene and protein fùnction relationships.

In the

ReoMnrule, temperature sensitivity is characterized by the efficiency of plating (EOP)
value, where viral titers at an elevated restrictive temperature are mathematicaliy
compareci to titers at a lower permissive temperature (Fields and Joklik, 1969; Ramig,

1982). Theoreticaliy, wild type virus grows well at both temperatures and has an EOP
value of 1.0. In practice, wild type EOP values fluctuate randornly within a magnitude of
10 (loglol).

Ts mutants are identified as having EOP values significantly less than 0.1

and t o date, 58 MRV ts mutants (Coombs, 1998) and 3 1 simian rotavirus SA1 1 ts
mutants (Ramig, 1982 and 1983) have been generated. Our investigation extended similar

studies to the more poorly understood avian reoviruses through the generation of the kst
geneticaiiy exploited panel of chemically denved ARV ts mutants.

1.5 Exploitation of the segmented genome.

1.5.1 Reassortment
Members of the ReoviriciCIe possess a characteristic segmented linear dsRNA
genome that migrates to 3 size classes on a SDS-polyacrylarnide gel (Sharpe et al., 1978;

Van Regenmortel et al., 2000). Dairent reovirus serotypes (of the same species) have
unique dsRNA migration patterns, or viral electropherotypes, when resolved by
electrophoresis (Sharpe et al., 1978). For example, avian reovims species serotypes ARV
138 and ARV 176 have unique electropherotypes as seen in Figure 1A Mixed infections

of host celIs with different viral serotypes allows genetic mWng dunng gene segment
assortment and produces reassortant progeny (viruses with hybrid genotypes) (Figure 3).

The parental origin of the dsRNA segments can be identified by polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis Figure 4).

In the Reoviririae, reassortants result only from mixed

infections within species limits and such hybrid progeny have been exploited in

mammalian reovirus, rotavirus, and avian reovirus (Duncan, 1999; Nibert et al.,1996;

O'Hara et al.,submitted; Ramig, 1982 and 1983). If assortment of gene segments during
rnixed infection was a random event, 99.8% reassortant progeny would bz expected

(Figure 3).

However, a total of 3-30% reassortant progeny are routinely produced.

Nucleotide signals may direct preferential (non-random) reassortment of certain gene
segments. Alternatively, random reassortment may occur where certain hybnd genotypes

are less favorable and are undetected or a physical separation of inclusion bodies within

.

Reassortants.. ..

21° = 1024 possibilities

Figure 3: Wied infection and production of reassortant progeny. Mixed infection

with two dEerent viral clones produces reassortants (progeny with hybrid genotypes) as
progeny gene segments are mixed and acquired in the assortment stage of the wal
lifecycle. If, parents involved are of difEerent serotypes (have unique electropherotypes)

the origin of reassortant progeny gene segments can be identified by SDS-PAGE. Two
unique sets of the 10 gene segments are involved in the assortment, and al1 10 gene must
be included in the progeny virions. Thus, if reassortment was a random process, we
would expect 21°=1024 possible genotypes produced fiom the mixed infection. Two of
the 1024 possibilities are parental like, while 99.8% of the progeny would be expected to

have hybnd genotypes.

Figure 4. ARV 138, ARV 176, and reassortant electropherotypes resolved by SDSpolyacrylamide gel electrophoresis.

ARV strain 138 and ARV strain 176 were

subjected to Mxed infection and reassortant (R) progeny were produced.

The Wai

dsRNA was extracted and resolved by SDS-PAGE as detaiied in Materials and Methods.

RNA was electrophoreîed in 12.5% gels for 67.5 hours, stained with ethidium bromide,
and visualized and photographed under ultraviolet illumination. The electropherotypes of

the parents and some of the reassortant progeny are shown. ARV 138 and ARV L76
represent different avian reovirus serotypes and have unique gene segment profiles. The
parental origïn of the reassortant gene segments can be identified by cornparison to the
parentai genotypes. Gene segments are labeled dong each side of the gel. The order of

migration for ARV 138 and ARV 176 L2L3 and S3/S4 gene segments are reversed with
respect to each other.

the infected ce11 prevents complete d n g of progeny gene segments (Nibert et al.,
1996).
1.5.2 Genetic recornbination.

The process of reassortment has been used to delineate many biological processes

(071Eara et al., submitted; Ramig and Fields, 1983) and in the characterization of
mammalian reovirus and rotavinis temperature sensitive mutants Fields and Joklii
1969; Ramig, 1982). Genetic recombination in Wuses with segmented genomes

(Reovkidae, O~rihomyxoviriciae)
occurs through reassortment of individual gene segments

rather than the classical means of strand breakage and rejoining (Rarmg and Ward, 1991;

Simpson and Hirst, 1968). MRV and rotavirus ts mutants have been organized into
groups based on having their ts mutations in the same or different gene segments by
genetic recombination analyses. In this approach, a host cell mked infection with two
dinerent is mutants that have ts mutations within the same gene segment would produce
progeny that all retain the temperature sensitive phenotype. In contrast, a mixed infection

of mutants whose ts lesions reside on different gene segments would produce a variety of
reassortant progeny that contain both parental mutations, a single ts mutation, and no ts
lesion. In MRV and rotavirus, recombination or the presence of wild-type-Iike progeny
(lacking both parental ts mutations) has been assessed using a standard recornbination
formula:
(AB)NP- (A+B)NP X 100

(Am

(Fields and Joklik, 1969)

where mixed infection of host cells with parental viruses A and B produces progeny
virions AB, and infections are carried out at non-permissive (NP) and permissive (P)

temperature (Coombs, 1998; Fields and JO=

1969; Rarnig, 1982). The reported Lunits

of recombination are variable where values <O%, <0.1%, or <0.2% indicate mutants
belong to the same recombination group and values >1%,

>2%, or 3% suggest mutants

belong to difEerent recombination groups (Coombs, 1998; Fields and J o r n 1969;

Ramig, 1982).

An alternative formula has been used in bovine rotavirus ts mutant

systems:
Recombination Index (RI) = (AB)NP
(A+B)Nf

(Greenberg et al., 1982 )

The RI formula does not account for growth at permissive temperature and may
inaccuratety assess recombination in mutants with moderate ts phenotypes.

Genetic

recombination experirnents led to the organization of 58 MRV ts mutants into 8
recombination groups (Coombs, 1998), and 3 1 rotavirus ts mutants into 10 recombination
groups W g , 1982; 1983).

1.5.3 Reassortant mapping.

To identie the gene segment that harbors the ts lesion, reassortant mapping has
been applied in mammalian reovirus ( k m u g et al., 1983) and rotavirus (Gombold and
Ramig, 1987) ts mutant systems. This approach relies on the generation of reassortant
progeny fiom mixed infections that involve a ts mutant clone and non-ts wild type virus

of a different serotype (unique electropherotype). Reassortant electropherotypes and
temperature sensitive status @OP value) are determined. Those reassortants that retain
temperature sensitivity are organized into one panel while reassortants that act non-ts are
placed in a separate panel. Identified ts reassortants should d l share a gene segment of
mutant ongin, while non-ts reassortants should share the corresponding gene segment of

wild type origin, and ail other segments should be randomly assorted with respect to
temperature sensitivity. This combination of results dlows the gene segment associated

with the fs phenotype to be identified and has been used extensively by many labs in
MRV

mutant studies (reviewed in Coombs, 1998).

1.6 Objectives of the research programme

As described in the previous sections, our knowledge of avian reovirus structure
and iifecycle is limited and often based on correlation to the prototypic member of the

Reovirz*&e, mammaiian reovirus. However, important differences between ARV and

MRV have been observed, such as the ability of ARV to induce cell-to-cell fusion and its
lack of hemagglutination activity. Avian reovims represents the prototype of ail nonenveloped fusogenic *ses

and possesses a novel protein (p10) responsible for syncytia

formation Such biologicaily relevant differences fiom MRV suggest analysis of avian
reovinis is warranted, and may ultimately enhance Our understanding of the Reoviridoe

family as a whole. Although many similarities to marnmalian reovims likely exist, it is
hypothesized that some features of the ARV lifecycle are unique and result in the
observed phenotypic dserences. Furthemore, it is possible that other novel features of

ARV exist that remain to be discovered. This study characterizes ARV protein function
to attempt to enhance Our knowledge of this virus and identify similarities and dxerences
between ARV and mammalian reovinis.
Three decades ago, mamrnalian reovirus temperature sensitive mutants were first
created, and the characterization of these clones and more recently isolated mutants has

led to a more detailed understanding of the MRV lifecycle. This investigation extends

similar studies to the more poorly understood avian reoviruses through the generation of

the first genetically exploited panel of chemically denved ARV ts mutants. These
mutants were organized into rewmbination groups and the mutated gene segment was
identifid for some groups by reassortant analysis. The replication process of ARV has
not yet been descnbed. To l o c a h ARV protein fûnction in the stages prier to or during
replication, or at the later stage of capsid assembly and release, the synthesis of Wal

dsRNA was examined for each mutant clone. To date, assembly of the avian reovirus
capsid has not been investigated. Some ts mutants were morphologically characterized by

thin section electron microscopy and particle count preparations to examine the ARV
assembly process and contirm protein location within viral and sub-viral particles. For
one ts mutant the precise protein alteration was identified and secondary structural
changes were proposed.

Examination and integration of the avaiiable biologie,

morphologie, and protein sequence information has enhanced Our understanding ARV
protein function. Consequently, this panel of ARV ts mutants creates the tools necessary
for ARV protein characterization and addresses some questions with respect to ARV
biology. In addition, availability of these mutants will serve as a vduable resource to
allow hypothesis generation and to pose additional questions about the biology of A R .
and the Reovirike as a whole.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Stock cells and viruses. ARV strains 138 and 176 (Ziieronymus, 1983; Duncan,

1998) are prototypic lab stocks and were passaged in the QM5 continuous quail ce11 Iine

( h d l y donated by Dr. R Duncan of Dalhousie University, Halifax, Canada; Duncan,
1998). CeUs were maintainecl in Ix Mediuml99 supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum

(Gibco BRL), 10% tryptose phosphate broth (2% tryptone, 0.2% dextrose, 8.6mM NaCl,
1.8mM N-O4),

and 2 mM 1-glutamine and grown in the presence of 5% CO2 at 37OC.

Confluent ceii monolayers were routinely passaged by standard trypsinization procedures
where

media

is

removed,

cells

are

washed

with

phosphate

buffered

saline/ethylenediamine tetraacetate (PB SEDTA: 137mM NaCI, 0.3mM KCI, 0.8mM
Na2HPOh O . h M =O4,

0.05mM EDTA) and 0.25% trypsin (source: porcine

pancreas, Sigma) is added. The cells were incubated at 37OC for 5 minutes to allow the
monolayer to detach and were then resuspended in the appropriate dilution volume of
QM5 maintenance media. Stock QM5 cells were typically passaged twice weekly, and
were split 1:6. Cells used for viral infections were incubated in the above media
supplemented with 100U/ml penicillin, 100pg/rnl streptomycin sulfate, and 1pghl
amphotench B (Coornbs et al.,1994).

2.2 Viral manipulation

2.2.1 V i d plaque assay. Senal dilutions of virai stocks were made in gevsaline
(137 mM NaCl, 0.2 mM CaC12, 0.8 m M MgCh, 19 mM HB03, 0.1 mM NazB407, 0.3%

[wt/vol] gelatin). Growth media was removed fkom sub-confluent QMS monolayers in 6
weli tissue culture dishes, diiuted virus was added and adsorbed for 1 hour at room
temperature with occasional rocking every 10 minutes to keep cells moist, then cells were
overlaid with lx Medial99/l%agar. Dishes were incubated at the desired temperature

and infected monolayers were fed and stained according to the following schedule.
Plates incubated at 36OC or greater were fed with the Mediuml99laga.r overlay on day 3
post infection (Pl)and stained with 0.02% neutral red 5 days PL Plates incubated at less

than 36OC were fed on day 4 PI and stained 6 days PI. Plaques were generally counted
18 hr &er the plates were stained and viral titer was calculated.

2.2.2 Viral passage. Maintenance media from sub-confiuent QM5 monolayers
was removed and the cells were infected with virus at a multiplicity of infection (MOI)
less than 1 plaque forming unit (PFU)/cell. After 1 hour absorption at room temperature,
fresh completed Medium199 was added.

The infections were incubated at the

appropriate temperature in the presence of 5% CO2 until 90% cytopathic effect (CPE)

was evident by light microscopy (generally, 3 4 days PI). Wid type vinises were grown
at 37OC and mutant vimses were amplified at

33.S°C. Viral progeny were harvested by

celi lysis induced by three cycles of fieeze/thawing at -80°C and viruses were stored at 4

OC (for immediate use) or -80°C (for long term storage). Viruses were titered by plaque
assay pnor to use.

2.2.3 Plaque purification. To ensure clones onginated from a single replicating
virus and did not represent a mked population of viruses, viral plaques were isolated and

picked.

Sarnples were ùifected, overlaid and incubated as described eadier (section

2.2.1). Plaques were stained with 0.013% neutral red, incubated for 18 hours, and picked

(Po,#i) ushg a stede pasteur pipene. The viridlagar plugs were resuspended in O.Sm1
QMS maintenance media and placed at 4°C for 24 hours to allow viral dfision into the

media.

stocks were used as the inoculum for an additional round of plaque

purification (Po,*). The double plaque punfied stocks were amplifiecl twice (P 1, P2) and
harvested by freezdthawing three times as described previously.
2.2.4 Concentration of viral stocks.

Cellular debris fiom frozenlthawed viral

stocks was pelleted at lOOOrpm for 10 minutes in an IEC refigerated floor centfige.
The supernatant was coiIected, layered ont0 a 30% sucrose (in PBS) cushion and
centrifùged in a Beckman SW28 rotor at 16,700 rpm for 1 hour to pellet virus. The pellet

was resuspended in the desired minimal volume of QM5 maintenance media.
Concentrated stocks were stored at -80°C and titered by plaque assay prior to use.

2.3 Chemicai mutagenesis and plaque purification of ts clones.

To generate ts

mutants, sets of sub-confluent QM5 monolayers were infected with ARV 138 and ARV

176 at an MOI of 0.5-3 PFUkell. M e r a 1 hour adsorption the infections were overlaid
with media that contained 0.1-1000pg/ml nitrosoguanidine (N-methyl-Nt-nitro-Nnitrosoguanidine)

(Sigma-Aldrich),

brornodeoxyuridine

(5-bromo-2'-deoxyuridine)

(Sigma-Aldrich), or proflavin (Sigma-Aldrich) and incubated at 37OC for 24 hours.
Progeny virions were harvested by fkeeze thawing 3 times and titered to determine effects
of the mutagen on virus replication and survival. The ce11 lysate fkom cultures that had
been treated with 34pg/mI nitrosoguanidine showed approxhately a 4% survival

wmpared to unmutagenized controls.

The mutagenized ARV 138 stock that

corresponded to this 4% suMval rate was inoculated ont0 sub-confluent QM5
monolayers in Pl00 dishes, overlaid with Medial99/agar and incubated for 8 days at
33.5OC (chosen as the permissive temperature for this study). Infections proceeded for 8

days PI to pennit growth of the less viable mutagenized clones. Plates were lightly
stained with 0.005% neutral red and retumed to 33-5°Cincubator (Fields, 1969). On day
9 plaques were identified by area and the plates were placed at 39S°C (chosen as the non-

permissive temperature for this study) for 2 days. Plaques that were identified at 33S°C
but failed to enlarge when placed at 39S°C for 2 days were classified as potentially
temperature sensitive (fi). These clones were picked with a sterile pasteur pipette and

each picked sarnple was plaque purified again and arnplified twice as descnbed earlier.

2.4 Determination of temperature sensitivity.
2.4.1 Efficiency of plating (EOP) assay. Senal 1:10 dilutions of virus clones

were infected into sub-confiuent 6 well tissue culture plates in duplicate and incubated at
33 .SOC and 39.S°C as descnbed in section 2.2.1. Plaques were counted to obtain viral

titer at the two temperatures and the EOP ratio was calculated to determine fs status by
the foliowing formula:

EOP = Viral titer at non-~errnissivetemperature
Viral titer at permissive temperature
Unmutagenized non-ts virus grows equally well at both temperatures with a theoretical

EOP value of 1.0. In practice, this value fluctuates randornly within a magnitude of 10.

Classically, ts mutants have EOP values more than IO-fold lower than that of

unmutagenized parental virus EOP values (Coombs, 1998).
2.4.2 EfTiciency of lysis (EOL) assay. Duplicate 96-well flat bottom plates with

sub-coduent QM5 monolayers were infected with one lOpl aliquot of undiluted virus
and aliquots (10pl) of 11 serial 1:3.16

(-a)
virai dilutions made in geVsaline.

A total

of 8 samples can be analyzed per pair of 96-well plates. M e r one hour adsorption the

wells were overlaid with 95pl completed lx Mediuml99. One plate of the pair was
placed at 33.5OC and the other at 39.S°C. On day 4 and 5 post infection the 39S°C and

33S°C plates respectively were removed, washed with 1X phosphate buffered salie

(PBS), fixeci with 2% formaidehyde in PBS and stained with 1% crystal violet.
Permissive and restrictive temperature EOL incubation tirnes were deterrnined such that
at each dilution the extent of ce11 lysis was similar for both unmutagenized ARV 138 and
clones known to be non-ts. The ability of each Wus to lyse cells at both temperatures was
compared using an efficiency of lysis EOL) ratio:

EOL value = I
D ~p
ID P
Where ID = infectious dose required to lyse the monolayer of cells, NP = non-permissive
temperature (3 9.5OC), and P

=

pennissive temperature (33.S°C). Clones that exhibited

reduced levels of ce11 lysis at the non-permissive temperature in cornparison to the
permissive temperature, and whose EOL ratio was significantly less than the EOL ratio of
unrnutagenized parental ARV 138 were considered potentially ts. The ts status of such
clones was then confirmed by the classic EOP assay as descnbed in the previous section.

2.5 Recombination

assay. IdentZied ts mutants were subjected to pair-Wise mixed

infections at an MOI of 5 for each input virus in 24-weil tissue culture plates with subconfiuent QM5 monolayers.

M e r adsorption each weil was overlaid with 0.48ml

completed media and incubated at 33S°C for 32 hours (- one cycle of replication). The
plates were fiozen and thawed twice and then sonicated to disrupt viral aggregates.

Samples were immediately titered at 33S°C and 39S°C as descnbed in section 2.2.1.
2.5-1 Standard Reovin'dae recombination formuIa. Mutant cross results were

analyzed by the standard Reoviriabe recombination formula:

(AB)NP - (A+B)rn
( A ~ P

X 1O 0

Fields and JoWik, 1969)

where AB = progeny fiom a mixed infection of parental viruses A and B, NP = nonpermissive temperature (39S°C), and P = permissive temperature (3 3 .Soc).
2.5.2 Recombination Index (RI) formula,

The recombination index OU)

fomuIa used to assess recombination of bovine rotavirus ts mutants was aIso applied to

ARV

mutant mixed infection data:

(AB)N~
(Greenberg et a/.,1981)
(A+B)NP
RI values >5 indicate recombination between the ts mutants has occurred whereas values
Recombination Index

=

<5 suggest recombination has not taken place (Greenberg et al., 1981).
2.5.3 Novel

EOP recombination formula. Data was aIso analyzed by a novel

formula that examines changes in the progeny efficiency of plating (EOP) values
compared to the parental virus EOP values:

EOP Recombination Value =

EOPAR
0 . 5 ( E 0 P ~+ EOPB)

EOP recombination values <5 indicate ts mutants are members of the

same

recombination group and values >20 indicate they belong to separate recombination
groups. The novel formula, which will be detailed later, was developed to address the
inadequacies of the standard Reoviridae and RI formulae and to clan@ the organization

of ts mutants into recombination groups.
2.6 Reassortant mapping.

2.6.1 Generation of reassortants.

A 24-weli tissue culture dish with sub-

confiuent QM5 monolayers was CO-infectedwith a selected ts mutant clone (denved fiom

ARV 138) and unmutagenized ARV 176 with MOI ratios of 515, 2/8, 812 plaque forming
unitdceli for the ts mutant and ARV 176 respectively. Infections were incubated at

33S°C for 32 hours. The infections were fieezehhawed twice and the ce11 lysates were
sonicated and serially diluted in gel saline. Aliquots (300p1) o f each of the -1:1CIu
dilutions fiom each mixed idection were infected into Pl00 tissue culture dishes with
sub-confiuent QMS monolayers. M e r adsorption the viral inoculum was removed and
the cells were overlaid with 15ml 1X Mediuml99/1% agar and incubated at 33.S°C for 9
days (to allow detection of slow growing reassortants). On day 5 the infections were fed

with 1211111X Mediuml99/1% agar, and on day 9 the plates were stained with 121111
0.02% neutral red. Individually isolated plaques separated by at least 0.75 cm were
picked, then amplified twice as described earlier.
2.6.2 Isolation of viral double stranded RNA (dsRNA). The P2 progeny clones

(300~1)were used to infect Pl00 dishes of sub-confluent QM5 monolayers, overlaid with

QM5 Media199 and incubated at 33S°C until75% CPE was evident. Cells were scraped

off the plate and pelleted at 1100rpm in the IEC floor centrifuge. To lyse cell membranes
pellets were resuspended in 500p.l NP40 buffer (140mM NaCl, 1.5mM MgC12, lOmM
Tris-HCI, pH 7.4) with 0.5% NP40 detergent, incubated on ice, and vortexed every 10
minutes for 30 minutes. Cellular nuclei and organelles were pelleted at 1100rpm in the

IEC fioor centrifuge and supematants were collected in stenle microfuge tubes.
PhenoVchloroform extraction (600~1of phenoVchlorofonn at a 1:1 ratio) of viral dsRNA
segments was performed. RNA was precipitated at -20°C overnight in 0.108mM sodium
acetate and 2.5 volumes of ice cold ethanol, then peileted at 12,500rpm for 30 minutes in

a Biofuge microcentrifuge (VWR Scientific, Toronto, ON). Virai dsRNA pellets were
lyophilized (SC100 speed-vac, Savant, Holbrook, NY) and resuspended in 3 0 ~ 1lx
electrophoresis sample buffer (0.24M Tris-HCl pH 6.8, 1.5% dithiothreitol, 1% SDS).

2.6.3 Identification of reassortants by SDS-PAGE. Sodium dodecyl sulfate
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) was used to resolve dsRNA gene
segments. 12.5% slab gels (l6cm x 16 cm x 0.1 cm) were poured and polymerized

overnight. %rd dsRNA samples were heated to 65°C for 5 minutes prior to loading and
electrophoresed for 1.5 hours at 18mAmpslge1, 66 hours at 12mAmps/gel and 3-5 hours

at 2mAmps/gel. Viral dsRNA bands were stained with ethidium bromide (3 pg/ml) and
visualized by ultraviolet irradiation. Photographs were taken with a Gel Doc 2000
(BioRad) apparatus and reassortant progeny clones were identified by cornparison of
progeny gene segment profiles to that of the two parents involved in the infection.

2.7 Identification of total viral double stranded RNA (dsRNA) production.
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2.7.1 Infection and '

labeling of viral dsRNA. Viral clones were uçed to

' ~ 0 4 ~

infect both P60 and 6 weil dishes of sub-confluent QM5 monolayers at an MOI mf 10
plaque formïng unitdceli. Dishes were incubated at 395°C (P60 dish) or 33.S°C (6-weil

dish) and 23.7pCi/ml " 2 ~ (Orthophosphate, Mandel Scientific) was added t o the
infections at 30 minutes and 45 minutes PI, respectively. The 39S°C and 33S°C
infections were incubated for a total of 18 and 24 hours post infection (equivalent
replication time), respectively. Progeny dsRNA is synthesized pnor to completion of
assembly, thus the time points chosen represent slightly less than one complete cycle of
repiication.

2.7.2 Cytoplasmic extraction of radiolabeled viral dsRNA. Irnrnediately after
incubation, uifections were placed on ice and the cell monolayers were washed w k h ice
cold NP40 buffer to remove unincorporated label. Cytoplasmic extraction of viral ds3WA

was performed as descnbed previously. However, pnor to phenoVchloroform extraction,
crude cell extracts were incubated with 50pg/ml proteinase K (Sigma Aldrich) at 37OC
for 30 minutes to aid in protein removal.

2.7.3 Labeled viral dsRNA resolved by SDS-PAGE. Viral dsRNA profiles
were resolved on a 12.5% SDS polyacrylamide gel as descnbed earlier. The gel was dried
at 80°C (Slab Gel Dryer, SGD4050, Savant) for 2 hours, then exposed to a Molecular
Imager Fx Irnaging screen (BioRad) for 18 hours at room temperature. Phosphor images
of the dried gel were analyzed by a Personal Molecular lrnager@Fx (BioRad).

2.8 Electron Microscopy.

2.8.1 Thin section transmission electron microscopy. Pl00 dishes with subconfiuent QMS monolayers were infected in duplicate at an MOI of 10 plaque fonning
unitdceu. One plate of the pair was uicubated at 395°C and the other at 33S°C for 22
hours and 30 hours respectively (- one round of replication). Cells were harvested by
trypsinization (0.25%) at 3PC,' and then fixed with 2% glutaraldehyde at 4OC.

AU

subsequent steps were performed at 4OC. Cells were pelleted and washed 3 times with

SC-Mg buEer (100m.M sodium cacodylate, lOmM magnesium chloride, pH 7.4)
foIlowed by fixation with 1% osmium tetroxide (in SC-Mg buffer) and 2 additional SC-

Mg b a e r washes. Pellets were mixed with an equal volume of 3% low melting point
agarose at 30°C and ailowed to cool to create solid celVagarose blocks. Slivers of the
cewagarose blocks were cut and stained with 2% aqueous uranyl acetate and dehydrated
through a series of increased acetone concentrations. The cells were infïltrated with fiesh
embedding medium (DER 332-732) and polymerized (overnight at 37OC, 24 hours at
48"C, and 36 hours at 60°C). Thin sections were cut (diarnond knife: Microstar,

Huntsville, Texas) with a LKB Ultratome III ultramicrotome (LKB,Upsda) and placed
on copper grids (Maravac Ltd, Halifax, NS). Sections were stained with saturated
ethanolic uranyl acetate and 0.25% lead citrate in 0.1M NaOH. A Philips mode1 201
electron microscope was used to view sections at 60KeV (acceleration voltage) and
rnagnifications of 4,500-100,000X Photographs were taken and p ~ t e d .
2.8.2 Proportions of viral and sub-viral particles. Sub-confluent QM5 cells

(24-weli tissue culture dish) were uifected in duplicate at an MOI of 10 plaque forming
unitdceli. One plate of the pair was incubated at 39.S°C and the other at 33 -5°C for 22
hours and 30 hours respectively. Infections were fieezdthawed twice and ce11 lysates

(5004) were pre-cleared at 15,000rpm (Eppendorf Mode1 5412 centrifuge) for 3 minutes

to remove mitochondria, nuclei,. and large aggregated macromolecules. The supernatant

was centrifugeci for 1 hour on a 30% potassium tartrate cushion (pH7.2) in the Aifige@
@eckman Instruments, Pa10 Alto, C; Al00 rotor) at 26psi to obtain virai and sub-virai
pellets.

Peilets were resuspended in 1X Medium199 supplernented with 0.1%

glutaraldehyde and k e d on ice. The samples were pelleted directly onto fomvar coated
400 mesh grids for 30 minutes at 26psi (AimigeO, EM-90 rotor). The grids were stained
with 2SmM phosphotungsten acid and viewed (magnifications 30,000 - 70,000X). For

each prepared sample grid, the virai and sub-viral particles (top component, core, outer
sheil) produced during the infection were counted in five non-adjacent grid squares
(center and the 4 corner grids). The total number of particleiml was calculated by the
formula:
Particles/rnl = (average number of particles)(l.79 x 10~)(dilutionfactor)
(Harnmond et al., 1981)

2.9 Determination of the ARV138 and &A12 mutant S2 gene sequence.
2.9.1 Preparation of viral template. ARV 138 or fsAl2 was infected into 4

Pl00 dishes with sub-confluent QM5 monolayers. When 90% CPE was evident the
supernatants were collected and the virus was pelleted at 7,000rpm for 16 hours in the

Beckman RC centrifuge (Fullerton, CA) using a JA-20 rotor. The virus was resuspended

in lx PBS and semi-punfied through a 30% sucrose cushion as descnbed in section 2.2.3.
The pellet was resuspended in dialysis buffer (15OmM NaCl, 15mM sodium citrate
pH7.0).

PhenoVchloroform extraction was carried out twice followed by a single

chloroform extraction. The aqueous phase was precipitated overnight at -20°C in a
silanized corex tube (0.108mM sodium acetate, 2.5 volumes of ice cold ethanol) and
pelleted in the JA-20 rotor (Bechan RC centrifuge) at 9,00Orpm, 5OC for 30 minutes.
The RNA peilet was washed with 70% ethanol and resuspended in 20jd 90%
DMSO/10% lOmM Tris pH6.82.9.2 Design of primers specific for the S2 gene segment. The ARV strain 138
S2 gene sequence (1324 base pairs) (Duncan, 1999) was used to design terminal primers

and a senes of internai primers to "walk" dong the S2 gene sequence (Figure 5). The
BA12 mutant was derived fkom ARV 138, thus the same primers were used on both
clones. The terminal upper strand primer (ARV#l) is complementary to bases (sl)l18(3'), where the start codon (ATG) covers bases

(5') 16-18(3') (Sheng

Tm et al.,2000).

The terminal lower strand primer (ARV#5) is complernentary to bases (51)1303-1288(31).
The S2 gene stop codon (TAG) is located at base (531264-12660') (Sheng Yin et al.,
2000). The sequenced S2 product covered the entire length of the open reading £hune and

was read in both directions. De-salted pnmers were purchased from Gibco-BRL (Life
TechnoIogies).
2.9.3 Reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR).

6pl of

purifiecl dsRNA was heated for 45 minutes at 50°C to denature the strands. The RNA
was "snap cooled" with 63 pl DEPC-ddH20 @EPC: diethylpyrocarbonate) on ice. 32U
(0.8~1of 40U/pl) Rnasin, O.1p.M (lpl of 1 0 w of both teminal primers (upper:
ARW1, lower: ARW5), lOrnM (Spi each) of dATP, dCTP, dGTP, dTTP, 20 pl of 5x la

5'
ARV#I
1g c t t t t t c t c ccacga

gcgtgccgta tacgacttct tttctacgcc tttcgggaat

61 cgtggtctag cgacgaatcg tactcaactg tcatcactac taacaagctc gaattcccca

ï2l tggcaacgat ttctatcatc actgactcca ttgacggcgc caggtatcgt ctcaacacct
181 gaagcaccct atccaggttc g t t g a t g t a t caggagtcta tgctccacag t g t t a c t g t t
ARV#8
5'
241 cccggagtac tcggtaatcg tgatgcttgg cgtacattca atgtcctcgg gctttcatgg
301 actgatgaag gactatcagg actagtggct gctcaagatc ctcctcccgc tgccccgtat

3 6 1 cagccagcct ctgctcagtg gtcagatctc ctcaactacc ctagatgggc aaacagacgt

5'
ARVW
421 cgtgagctgc aatctaaata cc

t t c t g cttagatcca cgctgctttc cgccatgcga

481 gctggtcctg t t c t t t a t g t tgagacgtgg ccgaatatga tttcaggacg actagccgac

5 4 1 tggttcatgt cccaatatgg taacaatttc qttgacatm gcgccaggtt aacgcagtct
+3'
ARV#7
5'
tgttcgaaca tgcctgttga acctgatggg aactatgatc
tgctttgatt
661 agtttgtggc tcctttcata cattggggta gtcaaccaga ccaataccat cagcggcttc
721 tacttctcct cgaagactcg gggtcaagcg ttggaczgtt ggaccttatt ctatactaca
781 aacaccaacc gtgtccaaat tacccagaga c a t t t c g c t t acgtgtgtgc acggtctccc

8 4 1 gattggaacg tggataagtc atggatcgct gcggcgaact taaccgctat cgtcatggct

5'

901 tgccgtcaac

atcaa ggcgttatta accaggcaca gaaccgacct

961 ggcttttcca tgaatggggg gacgcccgtc catgagctca acttactaac taccgcçcag

+3'

ARV#6

1021 gaatgcatcc ggcagtgggt ggtagctggg ttggtgtcag cagcgaaggg gcaagcatta

5'
1081 acgcaggagg ctaatgactt ttcgaacctc atccaggcag atctaggaca gatcaaggcg
1141 caggatgacg ctctgtacaa tcagcagcca ggatacgcaa gaagaataaa acccttogtt
1201 aacggtgact ggacaccagg tatgaccgcg caagctttgg ccgttctagc cacttttacc
1261 gcctaggcgt agggtcgtac gctgcccgag tccagccctc cggcagcacg tgggtgtatt

+3'
1321 catc

ARV#5

5'

Figure 5. The ARV 138 S2 cDNA sequence and designed primers. The plus strand of
the double stranded ARV 138 S2 cDNA sequence is shown (1324 nucleotides). Primers

were designed to sequence the entire open r d i n g fiame of the S2 gene in both
directions, as described in the Materials and Methods. Blue arrows represent prhers
whose sequences are identicai to the bases shown, and read in the forward direction. Red
arrow primer sequences are complementary to the bases shown and read in the opposite

direction- Primer narnes are indicated and their sequences are oriented in the 5' to 3'
direction.

strand b s e r (250mM Tris-HCL pH8.3, 375mM KCl, 15mM MgC12), O.lmg/ml(1jd of
10mglml) B S 4 1pM (1pi of 100pM) DTT and 160U (0.8pl of 200U/pI) Superscript
enzyme (Gibco-BRL) were added to a final reaction volume of 100&

and then

incubated at 42°C for 1-5 hours.
2.9.4 Amplification of S2 gene and cDNA purification. The cDNA produced

above was immediately arnplified ushg the Expandm Long Template PCR System with
template PCR b d e r 1 (Boebringer Mannheim). The cycling reaction was performed on a
GeneArnp PCR system 9700 (PE Applied Biosystems; Foster City, CA) for 5 cycles

(95°C for 1.5' to denature cDNq 55°C for 1.5' to allow primers to anneal, and 70°C for
3'10" for elongation) and 3 1 cycles (92°C for 1.5' to denahire, 55°C for 1.5' to anneal
prirners, and 70°C for 3'10" to elongate). The S2 cDNA product was resolved on a 0.9%
agarose gel in 0Sx TBE buffer (4SmM tris, 4SmM boric acid, 0.9pM EDTA) that
contained 0.004pg/ml ethidium bromide, excised fiom the gel, and the QIAquickTMgel
extraction kit (Qiagen, Germany) was used to separate the cDNA fiom the agarose

matrix.
2.9.5

Cycle sequencing.

The AB1 PRIS@

BigDyem terminator cycle

sequencing ready reaction kit (Perkin EImer (PEI Applied Biosystems; Foster City, CA)
was used. Separate sequencing reactions were set up for each primer: 0.16pM ARV
primer, 7.5-30ng of cDNA template (optimized reactions), 4.0~1BigDyeTM termhator

ready reaction mix, and deionized water to a final volume of 20pI. Cycle sequencing was
performed on GeneAmp PCR system 9700 for 35 cycles of 96°C for 30 seconds, 50°C

for 30 seconds, and 60°C for 3 minutes 10 seconds. The products were double purified

by isopropanol precipitation, dned, and resuspended in 2 2 ~ template
1
suppression ragent

(AB1 PRISW Perkin Elmer) for 1 hour. The sample was then heated to 95°C for 2
minutes to denature the strands and the AB1 PRISM 3 10 Genetic Analyzer (PE Appiied
Biosystems; Foster City, CA) was used to read the sequence for each reaction. Sequences
were manuaiiy analyzed using Chromas version 1.45 (McCarthy, 1998) to ensure
accuracy.

3.1 Generation and identification of avian reovirus (ARV)temperature sensitive (ts)
mutants.

3.1.1 Generation of ARV t.s mutants. Various concentrations of three chemical
mutagens; bromodeoxyuridine, nitrosoguanidine, or proflavin were applied to ARV 138

and ARV 176 infections imrnediately after adsorption. The uifections were incubated for
24 hours and then harvested. Cell lysates were analyzed for percent of virus survival by

cornparison of progeny titers to that of unrnutagenized control infections. The optimal
mutagen concentration to apply to maximize production of ts mutants results in a 1-10%
s u ~ v a iof viral progeny (Pringle, 1996).

Bromodeoxyuridine, a DNA mutagen

(Boccadoro et al., 1986) had Little effect on avian reovirus s u ~ v a leven at high
concentrations of mutagen (Figure 6). Nitrosoguanidine and proflavin are known RNA
mutagens and have been used in the chernical mutagenesis of marnmaiian reovirus
(Ikegami and Gomatos, 1968; Fields and Joklik, 1969), rotavirus @amig, 1983), and
infiuenza A virus (Simpson and Hirst, 1968). Avian reovirus s u ~ v awas
l reduced in the
presence of increased concentrations of nitrosoguanidine or proflavin (Figure 6).
Conditions for maximum ts mutant production were met when 5-8pgM proflavin or
34pg/ml nitrosoguanidine were applied to infections (Figure 6). We chose to continue Our

analyses of nitrosoguanidine-treated samples because, in the case of mammalian reovirus
ts mutants, there are fewer proflavin-generated mutants than

nitrosoguanidine-generated

mutants (Fields and Joklik, 1969). In addition, the best characterized proflavin-generated

+ARV 138 BDU
-O- ARV 176 BDU

+ARV 138 PRO
ARV 176 PRO

-ic- ARV 138 NG

U ARV 176 NG

0.01

o. 1

1

10

100

1000

pghl Mutagen

Figure 6:

Survival curves of ARV 138 and ARV 176 after chernical

mutagenesis. Various concentrations of 5-bromo-2'-deoxyuridine (BDU), proflavin

(PRO), and N-methyl-NI-nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine(NG) were used to mutagenize
ARV strain 138 and strain 176 infections as descnbed in the Materials and Methods
and percent suMval determined.

The mutagen concentration that maximizes

production of ts mutants results in a 140% suMval of progeny virions (Pringle,
1996). ARV 13 8 infections treated with 34pglml NG resulted in a 4% s u ~ v of
d

progeny and were chosen for the isolation of ts mutants.

MRV ts mutants (fsA201 and -79)

appear to have multiple lesions and EOP values

not signiscantly different than that of wild type (Hazelton and Coombs 1995; 1999).

Conversely, the best characterized nitrosoguanidine-generated MRV mutants (tsC447 and
tsG453) clearly have ts lesions in a singie gene segment and very low

EOP values

(Coombs et al., 1994; Shing and Coombs, 1996). This study focused on

LS

mutants

derived fiom ARV strain 138 since littIe has been reported about this strain in
cornparison to ARV strain 176.

3.1.2 Identification of ARV fs mutants.
3.1.2.1. Isolation of ARV ts mutants and initial EOP screening. A total
of 351 individual plaques that represented potential temperature-sensitive mutants were
picked nom a culture of ARV 138 infected in the presence of 34pg/rnl nitrosoguanidine.

Each clone was individually re-plaque punfied (= double plaque purified) and then
amplified through 2 passages as described in Materials and Methods. The classical
efficiency of plating @OP) assay was used to screen for temperature sensitivity, where

virai titer at non-permissive temperature (39S°C) was mathematically cornpared to the
titer at permissive temperature (33.S°C) (described in Materials and Methods). It is
generdy accepted for mamrnalian reovirus and rotavirus that random variation of wild

type Wus EOP values is within 1.0 +Loglo, whereas ts mutant EOP values fa11 below this
lower limit of random variation. Non-ts parental virus ARV strain 138 was capable of

*

efficient growth at both temperatures, having an EOP value of 5.16 x IO-' 1.97 x 10-1
standard deviations (sd) (Table 1). Eighty-one of the 351 clones were initially screened
by the EOP assay and four stable ts mutants were identified. The ARV mutants ts 12, ts

Table 1
Effaciency of plating (EOP) values of isolated ARV 138 ts mutants

ts Mutant

Efficiency of Plating (EOP) valuea

Standard ~ e v i a t i o n ~

fs 12
fs 31
fs 37
ts 46
ts 86
ts 108
ts 146
ts 158
ts 171
ts 188
ts 195

ts 205
ts 206
ts 207
ts 219
ts 247
ts 287
ARV 138

1I

0.51 7

'EOP values calculated as descnbed in the Material and Methods, where:
EOP = vùal titer at non-permissive temperature
viral titer at permissive temperature
b
Standard deviation (sd) values based on 3-5 trials for each of the fs mutants and 9
trials for unmutagenized ARV 138 (non-ts control).

*

31, ts 37, and ts 46 had EOP values of 2.06 x IO-' + 1.61 x IO-' sd, 1.66 x 10-~ 1.72 x

10-~sd, 4.25 x 104

* 4.83 x 104 sd, and 1.83 x IO-' * 1.98 x IO-' sd, respectively (Table

1)3.13.2 Emciency of lysis assay. To reduce the number of clones to be
screened by the standard EOP method we created a new efficiency of lysis (EOL)
technique to screen for temperature sensitivity. The four EOP-confirmed ts clones (ts 12,
ts 31, ts 37,ts 46),

and some EOP-confirmed non-ts clones (Clone 289, Clone 294) were

used in the development of the EOL assay. Avian reovirus infections are ultimately lytic
t o the host cell (Duncan et al, 1996). The EOL assay compares the virus' ability to lyse

cells at permissive and non-permissive temperature. Consequently,

ts

mutations that

affect any stage p i o r to release or ce11 lysis itself at restrictive temperature will be
identifïed by this method. EOL resembles the EOP assay but is less preàse as it relies on

general ce11 lysis rather than individual plaque enurneration to measure temperature
sensitivity. The EOL assay allowed simultaneous analysis of up to 8 different clones in

each plate, using 11 serial 1:3.16 (equivalent to

fi)dilutions

in a 96-well plate as

described in the Materials and Methods section 2.4.2. The EOL dilutions used covered a

range similar to the EOP assay where 6 serial 1:10 dilutions are exarnined.

EOL

incubation times were optirnized such that sirnilar amounts of cell lysis were found in
comparable dilutions of the unmutagenized ARV 138 parent and the various non-ts
clones at both 3 3 S 0 C and 39S°C (Figure 7). In contrat, cell lysis by the confumed ts
clones was found in much lower dilutions at non-permissive temperature than at the
permissive temperature. For example, a 1:3 16-560 dilution of unmutagenized ARV 138

Dilution Factoi
ts 12
ts

37

ts 46

33S0C *s247
Clone 289
Clone 294
ARV 138

Mock

Loi
.O1

LR

EOL
Value

Figure 7: Efiiciency of lysis (EOL) plates at permissive and restrictive
temperatures. Duplicate 96 weU plates of QM5 ceils were infected with senal
dilutions (indicated above the welis) of various virus clones, incubated at 33S°C and
39S°C for 5 and 4 days respectively, fbced, and stained as detailed in Materials and

Methods. Lightly colored wells represent areas of celi lysis, while those with stain
have intact cell monolayers. The temperature sensitive mutants are ts 12, ts 37,ts 46,
and ts 247. Clone 289 and clone 294 are chemically mutagenized ARV138 progeny
isolated as described in Matenal and Methods, but which, upon examination by EOL
and EOP,were identined as non-ts. M o c k represents uninfected cells.

resulted in c d lysis at both 39S°C and 33S°C, respectively. The ARV 138 EOL ratio of
560/316 (the non-permissive dilution value divided by the permissive diution value) is
1.78 (Figure 7). Conversely, a 1:316 dilution of ts 12 was capable of ceil lysis at the

permissive temperature while undiluted rs 12 stocks were not capable o f host ceIl lysis at
n o n - p d s s i v e temperature. Thus, the EOL ratio for ts 12 is 1/3 16 or 0.0032 (Figure 7).
Theref~re,clones with reduced levels of ce11 lysis at 3 9 S ° C in cornparison to 33.S°C,and

whose EOL ratio was less than the EOL ratio of unmutagenized ARV 138 or confirmed

non-& clones are considered potentially temperature sensitive.
Application of the new EOL assay to the remaining 271 picked clones indicated
that 21 9 (8 1%) of the clones could be classified as non-ts. The other 52 clones identified

as potentially f s by the EOL assay, as well as randomly chosen clones identified as nonts, w e r e then exarnined by the EOP assay.

AU tested clones that were non-ts by EOL

were confirmed as non-ts by the more accurate EOP assay, while 13 (25%) of the clones
identified as ts by EOL were also temperature-sensitive by EOP. The efficiency of lysis
screenimg assay consistently identified temperature sensitive negative clones but
overestimated the presence of temperature sensitive clones according to the EOP assay.
The EOL assay is highly sensitive in the identification of ts clones and has negligible

false negative rate; however, it is less accurate than the EOP assay due to its high false
positive rate. Thus, the novel efficiency of lysis assay is usefùl to initidly screen for
temperature sensitivity and the combined EOWEOP approach serves to rapidly and
accuratxly ident* ts clones. Seventeen clones representing stable ARV 138 ts mutants
were cronfirmed by the combined EOLEOP approach and had EOP values significantly
less th= that of unmutagenized ARV 13 8 (Table 1).

3.2 Genetic recombination analysis of the panel of ARV ts mutants.

The segmented nature of the reovirus, rotavirus, and avian reovirus genome
permits recombination through random assortment of individual gene segments during
mixed infection, rather than the classical means of strand breakage and rejoining

(Coombs 1998; Fields and Joklik, 1969; Ramig, 1982). This property has been exploited

in other members of the Reoviridàe (marnmalian reovims and rotavirus) by screening for
the generation of ts' progeny fiom ts mutant Mxed infections to genetically group tr
mutants (Coombs, 1998; Fields and Joklik, 1969; Rarnig, 1982; 1983). Pair-wise mixed
infections (Axq BxB, AxB where A and B represent two different ts mutant clones) of
ARV ts mutants were performed as described in the Materials and Methods section 2.5.
The Wal progeny titers (A, B, and AB) were examined by various formulae to organize

the mutants into genetic recombination groups.
3.2.1 Recombination analysis: standard Reoviridae recombination formula.

The standard Reoviridire recombination formula (Matends and Methods section
2.5.1) calculates the percentage of viral progeny capable of growth at non-permissive

temperature and accounts for background levels of replication of the two parental clones
at 39.S°C. Recombination values of <O%,

<0.1%, or <0.2% are reported to indicate the

parental b mutations Lie on the sarne gene segments (belong to the same recombination
group), whereas values >1%, >2%, or >3% suggest the ts mutations exist on different
gene segments (belong to different recombination groups) (Coombs, 1998; Fields and
Joklik, 1969;Ramig, 1982).

The newly generated ARV ts mutants were analyzed by this formula, and most of
the mutants examined could be placed in genetic recombination groups. For example,

when clone &D46 was crossed with tsD195, and fsD2I9, the average recombination
values obtained fiom 3 experiments was -0.00 1, and O respectively (Table 2, upper value

in correspondhg cells), indicating lack of recombination and suggesting the 3 Wuses
have ts lesions in the same gene segment. Conversely, crosses between tsD46 and each
of the other ts clones generated recombination values that ranged Eom 1-7 (tsD46 X
tsA146) to 10 (tsD46 X tsF206). These values indicated recombination had occurred
and suggested each of these clones have their fslesions in a dzerent gene segment than
tsD46.

The organization of some ARV 138 ts mutants by the standard recombination
formula was unclear since the recombination values generated were in the range between
the generally accepted limits (Table 2). For example, crosses between tsB3 1 and tsD 195
generated an average value of 0.3 (Table 2). This value has been perceived as not
representing recombination in some studies (Ramig, 1982). In MRV ts mutant studies
similar problems have been observed. For example, a cross involving tsI138 (fs mutation

in L3; Hazelton and Coombs, unpublished; Ramig et al., 1983) and rsG453

(1s

mutation

in S4; Mustoe et al., 1978; Shing and Coombs, 1996) resulted in recombination values as
low as 0.1 in some cases, and indicated a lack of recombination (Coombs, unpublished).
The rationde for ambiguous recombination values is not understood. ts mutants that are
only mildly temperature sensitive (high EOP values) may interfere with detection of ts'
reassortant progeny by the standard formula. Alternatively, virai interference has been
suggested to prevent production and/or growth of ts' reassortants (Chakraborty et al.,

Table 2
Organization of ARV 138 fs mutants into recombination groups.
G-p

Clone

EOL'

EOP'

Recombination ValueC
A(& 1 2 ) B(ts 31 ) C(ts 3 7 ) D(ts 4 6 ) E(& 158) F(tr 206) G(Lr 247)

'Efnciency of lysis values detemiined as descnbed in Materials and Methods using the
formula:

T d I 2 and ARV 138 (unmutagenized control) EOL values represent averages of five
trials, ali others are single screening trials.

'Efficiency of plathg values as described in the Materiais and Methods.
'Identined prototype ts mutants of recombination groups A-G.

'Recombination values calculated using the classic formula

(AB)* - (A+BXrp X 100

(WP

(FieldsJ969; RaMg, 1982; Rarnig, 1983; Coombs, 1998). Here A and B are the two
infecthg ts parents, and AB are the resulting progeny. NP represents the titer of the virus

at non-permissive temperature and P is the titer at permissive temperature. Values
represent averages of at least three trials.

In parentheses, recombination index values calculated as descnbed in the Materials and
Methods, where

RI=

NP

(A+B)NP
Values represent the averages of three trials.
r

(Greenberg et al., 198 1)

In italics and bold, EOP recombination values caiculated using a novel recombination

formula as descnbed in Materials and Methods where the progeny (AB) EOP value is
compared to that of the average EOP of the two parental ts mutant (A, B) EOP values.
Values represent averages of at least three trials.

EOP Recombination Value =

EOPA~

1979; RoPnov and Fields, 1994). If the number of tsC progeny produced n o m the mked

infection is only minor (but greater than that produced by parental viruses) comparai to
the total t s progeny population, these ambiguous low recombination values may be
obtained,

3.2.2 Recombination analysis: recombination index (RI) formula. An
alternative formula, denoted the recombination index, has been used to assess
recombination in ts mutants of bovine rotavirus, a member of the family Reoviriihe
(Greenberg et al., 1981).

This formufa was used to confirrn ARV t s mutant

recombination groups assigned by the standard Reoviridire recombination formula and to
clarifjl

ambiguous

standard

recombination

values.

The

recombination

index

mathematicaiiy compares the progeny titer (AB) to the surn of the parental titers (A+B) at
non-permissive temperature as described in the Materials and Methods (section 2.5.2). RI
values greater than 5.0 suggest recornbination has occurred and the mutants belong to
d ï e r e n t recornbination groups (Greenberg et al., 198 1).

ARV data was analyzed by the RI formula to confimi the genetic organization of
mutants assigned by the standard recombination formula.

In most cases, RI analysis

c o n h n e d the classic Reoviridae recombination fonnula groups. For exarnple, in the
cross involving tsA12 and tsA146 the RI value of 0.1 (Table 2; rniddle value in
corresponding cells) indicated the mutants belong to the same recombination group
(standard recombination formula value = -0.002; Table 2). Conversely, when &A12 was
crossed with tsB3 1 the RI value of 89.2 suggested the mutants belong to different
recombination groups (standard recombination formula value = 4.9; Table 2). The RI

index approach clarified some ambiguous standard Reovindae recombination values that

feii between the defined Iimits. For example, mixed infections of tsB3 1 x &Dl95 and
BE158 x tsD195 have standard recombination values of 0.3 and 0.9, respectively;

whereas RI values of 62 and 34, respectively, clearly assign these mutants to different
recombination groups (Table 2).

In some cases, the standard Reoviriclae recombination formula and recombination
index values were inconsistent. For example, ts86 failed to recombine with tsD46 and

fsF206 with RI values of 1. Z and 1.4, respectively (Table 3, middle value in

corresponding cells). Standard recombination formula analysis o f ts86 indicated a lack of
recombination with tsD46, rsE158, tsF206 and tsG247 based on recombination values of
4.001, -0.01, -17.3, and -6.8, respectively (Table 3, upper value in corresponding cells).
Despite the discrepancy, both formulas applied suggested an absence of recombination
between ts86 x tsF206 and ts86 x tsD46, and confirmed the presence of mutations in the
sarne gene segments. Analysis of tsD195 and tsF206 mixed infections by the standard
recombination and RI formula suggested opposing genetic organization. The standard

value of 6.0 (Table 2) indicated mutations resided on different gene segments, while the
RI value of 1.7 (Table 2) suggested recombination had not occurred and ts lesions were
present within the same gene segment. To detemine which formula correctly measures
recombination in crosses that presented inconsistent results, a third recombination
formula was developed.
3.2.3 Recombination analysis: novel EOP recombination formula.

A novel EOP-based recombination formula was created to address the

inadequacies of the standard Reovindae and recombination index formulas and to attempt
to more clearly determine ARV ts mutant genetic recombination groups. This formula

Table 3
ARV 138 ts mutants that cannot be placed into defined groups

G-n

Clone

Recombination Vaïue
E O L ~ E O P A(& 12) B(f3 31) C(ts 37) D(f3 46) E(& 158)F ( f s 206) w t s 247)

8

Temperature sensitive mutants that were found to fall into more than one recombination

group. This indicates that more than one gene segment has ts Iesions.
Efficiency of lysis values detemhed as described in Materials and Methods, using the

formula:

EOL value = IDNP
IDP
t d i 2 and ARV 138 (unmutagenized control) EOL values represent averages of five

trials, aU others are single screening trials.

'Efficiency of plating values as described in the Materials and Methods.
d

Recombination values calculated using the classic formuIa (AB)NP - (AfB)NP X 100

W h

(Fields, 1969; Rarnig, 1982; Ramig, 1983; Coombs, 1998). Here A and B are the two

infecting ts parents, and AB are the resulting progeny. NP represents the titer of the virus
at non-permissive temperature and P is the titer at permissive temperature. Values
represent averages of at least three trials.

' In parentheses, recombination index values calculated as described in the Materials and
RI= (AB)NP
Methods, where
(A+B)NP

(Greenberg et al.,1981)

Values represent the averages of three trials.
r

In italics and bold, EOP recombination vdues calculated using a novel recombination

formula as described in Materials and Methods where the progeny (AB) EOP value is
compared t o that of the average EOP of the two parental ts mutant (4 B) EOP values.
Values represent averages of at least three trials.

EOP Recombination Value =

EOPAB
O.S(EOPA+ EOPB)

nd; not determined.

compares the temperature sensitivity of the progeny, as defined by their collective EOP
value, to that of the average temperature sensitivity of the two ts parents involved in the
cross. It has been generally accepted that the random variation of wild type virus EOP

values is within 1 LogIo. Ts mutants, defined as having EOP values more than an order

of magnitude lower than the wild type virus EOP value, can fluctuate randomiy within
similar limits (* Loglo). Thus, progeny EOP vaiues that are L/rl order of magnitude
greater than parental ts mutant EOP values would sig-

wild type (ts3 reassortants

were produced and the parental mutants belong to different recombination groups.
Progeny EOP values that f d within the range of random variation of the parental mutant

EOP vaiues (within a magnitude of 5) wouId indicate al1 progeny are ts and the ts parents
belong to the same recombination group.

ARV ts mutants analyzed by this novel formula were clearly sorted into genetic
groups. For example, by this new formula, the average EOP recombination value from 3
experiments that involved clones tsAI2 and tsA146 was 0.2 (Table 2, italicized bold
faced lower value in each cell).

This value suggested non-ts reassortants were not

produced and the parental ts lesions are within the same gene segment. Conversely,
crosses between tsA12 and all other ts clones generated EOP recombination values that
ranged fiom 22 (tsA12 X tsF206) to 5676 (tsA12 X tsG247) (Table 2). These values
indicated tsf reassortants were produced and that these ts clones have their ts lesions in
difEerent gene segments than tsA12. The EOP recombination formula accentuated the
dserences between recombination groups and clar5ed the ambiguous results of the
standard recombination formula. For example, in the cross involving tsB3 1 and tsD195,
where the classical recombination formula had failed to definitively group these mutants,

the average novel EOP recombination value was 68 (Table 3), clearly placing the mutants

into separate recomb'ination groups.
In some cases the novel EOP recombination formula, standard recombination

formula, and RI formula results were inconsistent with each other. For exarnple, in the
crosses involving 1386 and tsD46, tsE1 5 8, tsF206, tsG247 the novel EOP recombination
formula values of 0.2, 20, 11.0, and 5.1 respectively (Table 3, lower value in
corresponding celis) suggested ts86 fails to recombine only with tsD46. The standard
recombination formula values of -û.OOl, -0.0 1, -17.3, -6.8 (Table 3) suggest that ts86 is
incapable of recombination with each of these mutants, whereas the RJ values suggest
ts86 f d s to recombine with tsD46 (RI value = 1 . 1 ) and tsF206 (RI value = 1.4) (TabIe 3).
ts86 has a mildly temperature sensitive phenotype @OP value of 0.01 1, Table 1) and may

account for the discrepancy between the recombination results. Two of three
recombination formulas applied (standard and RI formula) suggest ts86 fails to
recombine with both tsD46 and tsD206, and confirms the presence of multiple gene
segments with ts mutations in ts86. The average novel EOP recombination value for

mixed infections of tsD295 and tsF206 was 8 3 (Table 2), and indicated recombination
had occurred between these two clones. This supports standard recornbination formula
conclusion (recombination value of 6.0;Table 2), and led to the organization of tsD19S

and tsF206 into separate recombination groups (Table 2).
3.2.4. Organization of ARV ts mutants into recombination groups. The data

was analyzed with the above mentioned formulae and those groups that were confirmed
by at l e s t two formulae were considered significant. In most cases, the novel EOP
recombination formula organization of mutants was similar to the recombination index

group assignments, but superior to the standard recombination analysis as arnbiguities

were eiiminated. The novel formula measures changes in progeny temperature sensitivity
to detect ts' clones, thus represents a more powerfùl evaluation of recombination than RI
anaiysis which focuses only on non-permissive titers. A total of seven recombination
groups were clearly identified indicating each had their ts mutations in different genes
and that 7 of the 10 ARV 138 dsRNA gene segments have representative temperature
sensitive mutations. Prototype ts mutants were chosen (arbitrarily assigned for those
recombination groups that contain more than one clone): tsA12, tsB3 1, tsC37, tsD46,

tsE158, tsF206,tsG247. Six ts mutants (ts86, fs108, ts171, ts188, ts205, ts207) failed to
recombine with numerous mutants in more than one recombination group and suggested
that they have multiple gene segments with fs lesions (Table 3).

3.3 Total dsRNA synthesis of ARV ts mutants- To phenotypically characterize the

isolateci ARV fs mutants, the total dsRNA produced fiom one cycle of replication was
measured at both permissive and non-permissive temperatures. The ability to produce the

viral dsRNA genome has been used to characterize marnmalian reovirus (Cross and
Fields, 1972) and rotavirus ts mutants (Chen et al., 1990), where mutants are placed in
one of two groups: mutants capable of dsRNA synthesis (+), and those that are not (-).

This localizes the effects of the ts lesion to a certain stage within the viral Lifecycle; either
prior to or dunng replication or at the genome packaging step (dsRNA (-) mutants), or at
the later stage of capsid assembly and virus release (dsRNA (+) mutants).
Characterization of genome synthesis in the ARV ts mutants serves as a preliminary
analysis of the biological implications of the ts lesions.

The total dsRNA produced from infections incubated at non-permissive and permissive
temperature was isolated as described in the Materials and Methods, and served as the

criteria for assignment of ts mutants to one of two dsRNA groups. The ts mutant dsRNA
profiles at 335°C were similar to that of the controls (ARV 138 and ARV 176). To
phenotypicalIy characterize the fs lesion, changes in dsRNA expression at 39S°C were
scored. Those mutants capable of dsRNA synthesis at 39S°C, tsB3 1, tsC37, tsC287,
were labeled dsRNA (+), whereas aIi other mutants failed to synthesize dsRNA at 3 9S°C

and were identified as dsRNA (-) (Figure 8). The multifunctional nature of viral proteins
allows different mutations to disrupt aiternate protein firnctions- Thus, ts lesions within
mutants that belong to the sarne recombination group reside in the same protein but may
result in dzerent viral phenotypes. In our analysis of dsRNA production by the ARV ts
clones, al1 mutants that belong to the same recombination group were phenotypically
similar with respect to genome synthesis (recombination group 4 D members: dsRNA (); group C members: dsRNA (+)) (Figure 8). This indicates similar protein functions

may be targeted by the individual LS lesions within each recombination group. Some t s
mutants identified t o have multiple mutated gene segments by recombination analysis

(fs86, ls108, rsS05, ts207) were examined for total dsRNA production. Ts86 and tslO8
were dsRNA (-) and unable to synthesize or package their viral genomes, while t.s205 and

MO7 were capable of dsRNA synthesis (dsRNA(+)) as thek ts lesions rnay affect later
stages of the viral Lifecycle (Figure 8 ) . Due to complications in interpretation of gene and
protein fùnction relationships, ts mutants that have multiple gene segments with ts lesions
were not examined fùrther in Our study. In al1 cases, the incorporation of 3

2 radioactive
~

label into wild type virus (ARV 138 and ARV 176) dsRNA was greater than that of the

Figure 8: Total dsRNA production at non-permissive temperature. Celis infectai

with unmutagenized ARV 138, unmutagenized ARV 176, ARV 138 fs mutants, or mock
i n f i e d were incubated at non-permissive and permissive temperature for 18 and 24 hour

PI, respectively, as described in Materials and Methods. The ts mutant dsRNA profiles at
permissive temperature were simïlar to wild type virus and are not shown. This figure
represents the "P-labeled dsRNA profiles as resolved in 12.5% SDS-polyacrylamide gel

and visualized by phosphor-imaging. The ability of each clone to synthesize (+) dsRNA
at 39.S°C, or not (-), is scored at the bottom of the gel.

dsRNA (+) ts mutants (tsB31, rsC37, tsC287, t.sZ05, ls207) (Figure 8), and may be

attriiuted to non-ts mutations in the mutant clones that confer a poor growth phenotype at
both permissive and non-permissive temperatures.

Attempts t o measure dsRNA

production by phosphor-image analysis was only partially successfùl due to dxerences

in background levels between lanes, where dsRNA (-) and (+) mutants represented
approximately IO%, and greater than 25% of the ARV 138 values at 39S°C, respectively
(data not shown). Visual inspection of the dsRNA (-) mutants suggests the phosphorimage measured values overestimate dsRNA synthesis. However, a low level of Wal
genome synthesis (typically <O. 1% for mammalian reovirus dsRNA (-) ts mutants;

Coombs, 1998) mav be identified at restrictive temperature in dsRNA deficient mutants
since the ts mutation fails to completely inhibit viral growth, aiso demonstrated by the
few viral plaques identified at 39.S°C in EOP anaiyses. Despite the sub-optimal
quantitative analysis, visual examination of mutant dsRNA profiles allowed obvious
classification into dsRNA (+) and dsRNA (-) categories and could be duplicated in repeat
experimentS.

3.4 Effïciency of plating profile of

ARV ts mutants.

To better characterize the ts

mutants in recombination groups A-G, an efficiency of plating profile for each clone was
examined over a senes of non-permissive temperatures (Figure 9). Clones tsA12, tsD195

and tsD219 expressed temperature sensitivity at a non-permissive temperature of 37OC
whiIe clones tsD46 and fsD158 required a temperature of 38°C to show temperature
sensitivity. Clones tsA146, tsB3 1, tsC37, fsC287, tsF206, and tsG247 demonstrated the ts
phenotype only at restrictive temperatures in excess of 38°C.

The EOP profiles of
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Figure 9: Eficiency of plating profdes for ts mutants that bdong to
recombination groups A-G.

In each graph ARV13 8 represents unmutagenized

wild type virus. Efficiency of plating values were caiculated as described in
Materials and Methods with a permissive temperature of 33-5°C and indicated non-

permissive temperatures. Error bars represent standard deviations. Rewimbination
group A: M l 2 (prototype), td146. Recombination group B : t d 3 I (prototype).
Recombination group C: tsC37 (prototype), tsC287. Recombination group D: isD46
(prototype), tsDI95, tsD219. Recombination groups E, F, and G: &El58 (prototype),
tsF206 (prototype), tsG247 (prototype).

individual mutants in recombination groups that contain more than one member (groups
A, C, and D) were unique and suggested that the different mutants in each group

represent difEerent viral isolates. The majority of mutants showed a continual decline in
EOP values with increased temperatures. However, &A12 had an increase in its EOP
value at 39.S°C cornpared to 38OC. This increase is insignificant as the mutant remained

within the lunits of temperature sensitivity and may be attx-ibuted to over-estimated
39.S°C titers due to the decreased host cell viability at more extreme temperatures.

3.5 Reassortant mapping of selected ARV ts mutant cïones.
3.5.1 Reassortant mapping of tsA12.

To determine the gene segment that

harbored the ts Iesion in recombination group A mutants, reassortant mapping of
prototype tsA12 was performed. A total of 244 progeny clones were picked fiom a
mixed infection of tsAl2 and unrnutagenized ARV 176 as described in the Materials and

Methods. Reassortants were generated with a 9% efficiency as twenty-two clones were
identified with hybrid electropherotypes. When reassortants were examined for
temperature sensitivity by the EOP assay, those clones that retained a f s phenotype were
organized into one panel, while non-fs clones were placed into a separate panel. Virtually

dl identified fs clones had their S2 gene segments derived fkom the tsAl2 parent,
whereas the non-ts reassortants contained S2 gene segments from the ARV 176 parent

(Table 4). The other 9 gene segments were randomly associated with the temperature
sensitive phenotype.

This indicates the tsAl2 mutation resides within the S2 gene

segment. The recombination group data (Table 2) suggests the temperature sensitive

mutation of &A146 may d s o reside in the S2 gene segment; however, reassortment
mapping is needed t o confhn the location of the tsA146 mutation.
Analysis of reassortant 125 (R125) genotype by SDS-PAGE suggested an
apparent lack of the S 1 gene segment (Table 4). A deletion within the S 1 gene segment
may have occurred and resulted in a smaller dsRNA segment that was lost under our
electrophoresis conditions. Truncated ARV S 1 gene segments that retain essential coding

information have been reported and are repIicated to hi& amounts relative to fiIl length
S1 (Ni et al., 1994). The large population of sub-genomic segments out cornpetes the

wild type segment during packaging (Ni et al., 1994), and may explain the absence of fûll
length SI in RI 25.
Three reassortants (R186,R220, and R222) exhibited anornalous S2 and S3 gene
segment migration patterns by SDS-PAGE. The migration of S2 and S3 was slightiy
retarded compared to tsA12 and ARV 176 parental genes and prevented identification of
gene segment origin in these clones (Table 4). Spontaneous mutations, inherent within

RNA vinises, resuit from the lack of proof-reading ability in the RNA dependent RNA
polymerase.

Thus, point mutations (single base changes) occur frequently at non-

conserved regions and are important in the evolution of RNA viruses. Mutations that
increase viral "fitness" or do not disrupt protein fùnction will be retained throughout
subsequent passages. Nucleic acid bases have unique molecular weights (MW) and a
senes of base changes within a gene segment may be detected by SDS-PAGE due its
altered MW. For example, MRV S2 gene segments of serotypes TlL, T2J7 and T3D are
identical in length (133 1 nucleotides), and have 72% sequence identity @ermody et al.,
1991) with base counts of 3 2 7 4 294C, 33SG, 375U for T1L (George et al., 1987) and

Table 4

Reassortant mapping of ts A12
Clone

Electropherotype
L i L2 L3 Ml M2 M3 SI S2 S3 S4

EOP~

Standard
DeviationC

Reassortant
125
64
186
151
131
187
160
222
192
26

220
12

Exceptions 6 6 9 8 11 8 9 O 2 9
a A mixed infection of tsA12 and unmutageniaxi ARV 176 produced reassortants listed.
Average efiïciency of plating @OP) value h.om 2 nids. EOP calcuiated as described
in the Materiai and Methods, where:
EOP = Titer at non-permissive ternmrature
Titer at permissive temperature
Standard deviation based on 2 trials.
a
3/7 incikates the parental origin could not be assigneci because of an anomalous
migration pattern.

3 1 3 4 319C, 341G, 358U for T2J @ermody et al., 1991). These base changes are
responsible for differential migration as seen by SDS-PAGE (Sharpe et al., 1978).
Reassortants 186, 220 and 222 were randomly isolated fiom the tsAlUARV 176 mixed

infection and may represent spontaneous mutants. These aberrant clones demonstrated
sirnilar S2 and S3 migration patterns d e r 3 serial passages at a high multiplicity of
infection and suggests a propensity for certain base changes. However, the changes do
not kclude aiteration of the pre-existing ts mutation since al1 three clones retain the
temperature sensitive phenotype. Restriction endonuclease digestion and determination

of the nucleotide sequence of these aberrant dsRNA gene segments may d o w
identification of parental origin and potential base changes.
3.5.2 Reassortant mapping of tsD46.

To determine the gene segment that

contains the ts lesion in recombination group D, prototype tsD46, reassortant mapping

was performed as descnbed in Materials and Methods. From mùced idiections of t a 4 6
and unmutagenized ARV 176, a total of 94 progeny clones were picked, 12 of which
were identified as reassortants (iidicating a 12.8% efficiency of producing reassortants)
(Table 5, Figure 10). Reassortants were analyzed for temperature sensitivity by the EOP
assay. Clones that exhibited a ts phenotype were placed into one panel, while those that
were non-& were organked in a separate panel. The identified temperature sensitive
reassortants each had their L2 gene segments from the tsD46 parent, whereas the non-ts
reassortants contained L2 genes derived fiom the ARV 176 parent.

Al1 other gene

segments were randomly assorted with respect to temperature sensitivity. This mapping
suggests the ts lesion of the mutant clone fsD46 resides within its L2 gene segment. The
ts mutation of the remaining recombination group D

clones (tsD 195 and tsD2 19) may

Table 5
Reassortant mapping of tsD46
Clone

LI L2 L3 M l M2 M3 SI S2 S3 S4

Standard
E O P ~ ~eviation'

Crossa
ts D46
ARV176

3
7

3

43
78
39
74

Exceptions

7

3
7

3
7

3
7

3
7

3
7

3
7

3
7

3
7

0.000018
0.96

0.000020
0.87

7
3
7
3

3
3
3
3

7
7
7
3

7
3
7
7

7
3
3
3

7
3
7
7

7
3
7
7

7
3
7
3

7
3
7
3

7
3
7
3

0.039
0.044
0.066
0.088

0.032
0.047
0.0030
0.01 3

6

O

8

7

7

9

7

8

7

6

Reassortant

rs D46 and unrnutagenized ARV 176 produced reassortants Listed.
Average efficiency of plating (EOP)value fiom 2 triais. EOP calculated as described
in the Material and Methods, where:
EOP = Titer at non-mnnissive temmrature
Titer at permissive temperature
Standard deviation based on 2 triais

a A mked infection of

b

Figure 10: Electropherotypes of ARV 138, ARV 176, tsD46, and reassortnnts
produced from a fsD46 x ARV 176 mixed infection.

The double stranded RNA

genome segments were isolated £iom sarnples as described in Materials and Methods, and

resolved in 12.5% SDS-polyacrylarnide gels.

TsD46 and ARV 138 have identical

electropherotlpes (gene segment migration profiles) as fsD46 was produced fiom

chernical mutagenesis of ARV strain 138. ARV 176 has a unique gene segment prome
compared to fsD46 and allows the parental origin of remsortant (tsD46 x ARV 176) gene
segments to be identifïed.

reside within the L2 gene segment, however this can be confirmed through reassortant
mapping each group D mutant.

3.6 Electron microscopic analysis of &Al2 and tsD46.

3.6.1 Analysis of tsA12.
3.6.1-1 Viral and sub-viral particle counts for &A12 infections, To

characterize potential assembly defects that result fkom the ts mutation in the S2 gene

segment of fsAl2, the proportions of viral and sub-viral particles were counted. QM5
ceii cultures were infected with ARV 138 or tsAl2 and incubated at permissive (33S°C)
and restrictive temperatures (39.S°C) for 30 hours and 22 hours respectively. Infections
were harvested and exarnined for viral and sub-viral particles (top component, cores,
outer shells) as described in MaterÏals and Methods. TsA12 exhibited a poor growth
phenotype compared to ARV 138 at both permissive and non-permissive temperature

with a decreased total number of particledm1 (65% decline at 33.S°C and a 100-fold
decline at 39S°C) (Table 6).

Non-ts defects that may have resulted fiom

nitrosoguanidine mut agenesis could account for the decreased growth of tsA12
permissive temperature. Our analysis of tsA12 focuses on morphological changes seen at
39S°C compared to 33S°C.

Thus, non-ts mutations present at both ternperatures are

mathematically eliminated and are not examined in Our study. Changes in the fsA12

distribution of viral and sub-virai particles seen at 39.S°C compared to 33S°C that dEer
f?om the distribution of ARV 138 particles seen at 39.S°C were considered significant.
Averages fiom 10 grid sections indicated the proportion of tsAl2 structures was altered
fiom 33.S°Cto 39S°C as top component (72% to 36%) and outer shells (10% to 8%)

Table 6
Viral and sub-viral particle counting of ARV 138,ts A12,
and ts D46 at permissive and nonpermissive temperature
Percent of Total Partides (%)'
Total
Sample
ARV 138

Temperature particles/mla
pd

Total particles/ml calculated as described in the Material and Methods, where:
Particlesfml = (average number of particles)(l.79x10s)(dilution factor)
(Hammond et al ., 1981)
b
Top component
C
Percentage of total particles represents the average of 10 sarnple grids.
Permissive temperature (33SOC)
e
Non-permissive temperature (39SOC)
a

-

Virions
Top Component
Cores
Outer Shells

Figure 11: Graphicnl representation of the proportions of viral and sub-virai
partides for ARV 138, fsA12, and tsD46 infections at permissive (33S°C)and non-

permissive (39S°C) temperature. Simple grids were prepared for ARV 138 (wild
type), and

ARV ts mutants tsA12 and tsD46, as described in the Materials and Methods.

Viral (mature vinon) and sub-viral (core, outer sheil, top component) particles were
counted at a magnincation of 70,000~
using a Philips mode1 210 electron microscope.

The average particle counts nom 10 different sarnple grïds are presented in this figure.

deched, virions increased slightly (13% to 20%), and cores Uicreased dramaticaily (4%
to 35%) (Table 6, Figure 11). The accumulation of core particles (35%) at 39S°C was
signincantly different fiom the percentage of cores (1%) seen in ARV 138 Ulfections at

the same temperature (Table 6, Figure 11). Ail other changes in distribution were not as
significantly dinerent nom the proportions of ARV 138 particles at 3 9S°C.
3.6.1.2 Thin section electron microscopy analysis of &Al2 infected

ceus. To visualize viral inclusions directly within the infected cells and strengthen our

morphotogical characterization of tsAl2, thin section electron rnicroscopy was
performed. QM5 cell cultures were infected with ARV 138 or fsA12 and incubated at
permissive (33S°C) and restrictive temperatures (39S°C) for 30 hours and 22 hours,
respectively.

Infected ceus were processed as descnbed in Materials and Methods

section 2.7.1.

Vid inclusions in paracrystalline arrays were identified in all ARV 138

infected cells incubated at 33.S°C (total of 44 cells examined: 40 live, 4 dead). A large
proportion of top component was identified in the viral inclusions (Figure 12), consistent
with particle counting results.

ARV 138 infected cells incubated at non-permissive

temperature showed similar results.

However, viral inclusions were larger (consistent

with an increased total particles/ml, Table 6), and an increase in cellular damage was

evident (condensation of mitochondria and nucleic acids) at 39S°C (Figure 12).
Consistent with particle counting data, tsAl2 showed a poor growth phenotype at 33.S°C
and 395°C. The smaller viral inclusions seen at both temperatures may be attributed to
non-ts defects. TsA12 infected cells incubated at 335°C appeared healthy (18 live cells
and 1 dead cell examined), however viral inclusions were significantly smaiier and
paracrystalline arrays were not as evident as in wild type infections (Figure 12). Similar

Figure 12: Thin section electron micrognphs of ARV 138 and &A12 infected ce& at
permissive and non-permissive temperature. Thin sections of ARV 138 or &Al2

infecteci QMS ceiis, prepared as descnbed in the Materids and Methods, were visuaiized
by the Philips mode1 201 electron microscope.

Micrographs shown are at a final

magnification of 50,000~.A. Unmutagenized ARV 138 Wal inclusion at permissive
temperature (3 3.S°C). B. Unmutagenized ARV 13 8 virai inclusion at non-permissive
temperature (39S°C). C. The arrow points to the smaU Wal inclusion of tsAl2 seen at
33S°C. D. &A12 virai inclusion at 39.S°C. The arrow points to an incomplete outer sheii
particle.

to ARV 138, an increased number of unheaithy cells were identified in mutant infections
incubateci at 39S°C (28 live, 14 dead).

TsA12 viral inclusions at 39S°C consisted

m d y of top component (similar to particle counting data, Figure 1 1 ) and novel

incomplete outer sheU structures (Figure 11).

3.6.2 Analysis of tsD46.
3.6.2.1 Viral and sub-viral particle counts for fsD46 infections. To
examine for possible defects in tsD46 assembly that result fiom the ts lesion in the L2
gene segment, the proportions of virai and sub-viral particles produced during infection
were assessed. Cells infected with ARV 138 or tsD46 were incubated at 33 SOC and
39.S°C for 30 hours and 22 hours respectively, then processed and analyzed as described
in Materials and Methods. TsD46 displayed a poor growth phenotype at permissive

temperature compared to ARV 138, having an 84% decline in total particlehi (Table 6 ) .
This dzerence may be attributed to the presence of non-zs mutations in tsD46. At
restrictive temperature the total number of tsD46 particles/mi decreased by 78%
compared to its 33S°C value (Table 6). This temperature sensitive phenotypic change is
attributed to the presence of the ts lesion. The tsD46 distribution of Wions, top
component, cores, and outer shells at 39S°C resembles its 33S°C infections and is not
significantly different fiom ARV 138 at 39S°C (with only a slight increase in top
component and cores compared to ARV 138). TsD46 does not accumulate any particular
viral or süb-viral particle but is assembly defective in that the production of al1 structures

is reduced at 39S°C compared to its growth at 33S0C.

3.6.2.2

Thin section electron microscopy of tsD46. To fbrther

characteriz the morphological changes in tsD46 at restrictive temperature, t h section
electron microscopy was performed. QM5 celi cultures were inf'ected with ARV 138 or
&D46 and incubated at permissive (33.5OC) and restrictive temperatures (39S°C) for 30

hours and 22 hours respectively. Cells were infected at a MOI of 10 plaque fomillig

unitdceii and processed as described in Matenals and Methods. ARV 138 (control) thin
section results are described in section 3.6.1.2. At permissive temperature tsD46 was
present within ody 16% of cells exarnined, indicating a low level of infection (23 live
uninfected cells, 2 dead uninfected cells and 4 [ive infected cells). The proportion of

viral particles was similar to ARV 138 infections. At 39S°C there was no evidence of
tsD46 progeny virion production within the 25 cells exarnined, and suggests a decline in

the total number of viral particles produced, consistent with particle counting data.
Cellular damage from incubation at 39S°C was reduced in trD46 infections compared to

A R . 138 (20 live cells, 5 dead cells).

3.7 The S2 gene sequence as determined for ARV138 and fsAl2.
3.7.1 Identification of the tsAl2 mutation.

To relate morphological changes observed at non-permissive temperature to the
alteration present within the protein, the mutated gene segment was sequenced and the
protein c o d i g assignment was determined. The S2 gene segment, found to harbor the ts
lesion in tsA12, was sequenced for this clone and unmutagenized ARV strain 138 as
descnbed in Matenals and Methods. The laboratory strain of ARV 138 that was used to
create the panel of ARV ts mutants had no S2 gene sequence changes compared to the

ARV strain 138 S2 sequence reported in GenBank (accession number GI"3170620";

Duncan, 1999)- The BA12 mutant S2 gene was found to have one nucleotide transition
at base number 488, where cytosine (ARV 138 sequence; Figure 5) was replaced with
uracil in the fiAl2 mutant. This alteration exists at the 2d position of codon number 158

and results in an amino acid change of proiineis8 (ARV13 8) (Figure 13) to leucineis8
(tsA12). This ARV 138 CA prohe residue is highly conserved within the orthoreovirus
genus, and upon sequence alignrnent is identiiled in ARV strain 176, Nelson Bay Virus,
Baboon Reovirus, and within the MRV equivalent 02 protein of al1 3 serotypes (Type 1

Lang, Type 2 Jones, Type 3 Dearing) (Duncan, 1999). This suggests Prois8 has a critical
role in ARV 138 GAstructure and/or fiinction.
3.7.2 Secondary structure prediction. To determine potential morphological

changes in the protein that are induced by this mutation, secondary structure andysis was
carried out. The PHD Predict version 1.96 (Burkhard, 1996), PSIpredict version 2.0
(McGuffin et

al.,2000), and nnpredict (Kneller, 1991) secondary structure prediction

programs were used and results were compared. The PHD predict output (72% accuracy
overall) quotes a reiiability index @el) for each amino acid to account for the strength of

each prediction (O=low and 9=high). For residues with ReK4 a prediction is not made.

Similady, PSIpredict States a confidence (Conf) value for each prediction, where O=low,

9=high. The results were compiled to deduce the predicted secondary structure of the CA
protein encoded by the S2 gene. In order to improve the accuracy of prediction only those
sewndary structure predictions that were conserved between 2/3 of the programs were
considered (Figure 13). According to PHD predict, and evident in the composite diagram

1 maravydffstpfgnrglatnrtqlsslltssnspwqrflssltpltapg

51 ivstpeapypgslmyqesmlhsvtvpgvlgnrdawrtfnvlglswtdegl

201 vepdgnydqqmralislwllsyigvvnqtntisgfyf ssktrgqaldswt

401 pgmtaqalavlatfta

Figure 13: Predicted secondary structure of the ARV 138 aA proteia. The sequence
of the unmutagenized ARV 138 S2 gene segment was determined and translateci into its
correspondhg amino acids (GA protein).

The amino acid sequence and proposed

secondary structure (P-sheet, a - h e h loop) of CA is shown. PHD predict @urkhard,

1996), PSI predict ( M c G d 5 n et al.,2000) and nnpredict (KneIler, 1991) programs were
used to deduce oA secondary structure. To improve accuracy, predictions that were

conserved in 2/3 of the programs were considered significant and compiled in this figure.
The proline @) residue at position 158 is highlighted in this figure to indicate that this is
the arnino acid that is mutated in the aA12 oA sequence.

(Figure 13), the predicted GA structure does not fit into the defined alpha, beta, or
alphaheta categories commonly used to describe protein secondary structures. Thus GA

is considered a mixed class protein. The unmutagenïzed ARV 138 CA proiineis8 residue
is within a predicted loop structure (PHDpredict Rel=7, PSIpred Conf7). The nnpredia
~ J not
~ h l v e d in an a-helix or P-strand. The secondary
program confirmed P ~ o was

structure prediction for tsAl2 CA leucine158 residue was not as well defined. PHDpredict
made no prediction for Leu158 (Re1=2),
involved in a loop structure (Co&-7).

while PSIpredict suggested LeuIse was stiil
The ~ p r e d i c tprogram stated the presence of

leucine at position 158 extends the adjacent B-strand (Table 7). The secondary structure
changes that occur in response to the Pro158 to Leu158 mutation are ambiguous.
Cqstallization of mutant and parental oA proteins should be carried out to more
acairately define the structural changes.

Table 7
Predicted secondary structure changes in the tsA12 GA protein
tsA12 dA1,,.,,
151

Secondary Structure

Prediction

lsamraglvlyvetwpn

PHD predicta
No prediction
(100~)

151 lsamraglvlyvetwpn

PSI predictb
Confidence

1 51

Isamraglvlyvetwpn
-

3 Extended P-strand

McGuffi eî al., 2000
Kneller, 1991

4. DISCUSSION

4.1 Chemical mutagenesis.

ARV strain 138 was chemicaiiy mutagenized and 17 stable

ts mutants were

isolated. The mutagenesis strategy, comparable to that reported for other members of the

Reoviridze (Ikegami and Gomatos, 1968; Ramig, 1983), incubates actively replicating
cultures with a chernicd mutagen. The mutagen hteracts with progeny RNA as it is
replicated and produces genetic mutations. Altemate methods that rely on spontaneous
mutagenesis events have been used to generate ts mutants in the Reoviridae. For
example, serial passages at high multiplicity of infection or rescue of psuedorevertant
clones fiom persistent ts mutant infections are responsible for 3% and 36% of the MRV
ts mutants, respectively (Coombs, 1998). The majonty of MRV IS mutants (61%) are the

products of chemicd mutagenesis (Coombs, 1998); therefore, this approach was chosen
to create ARV ts mutants. Unmutagenized, wild type marnmalian reovirus clones
generate ts mutants with a 0.1-0.3% fiequency (Fields and Joklik, 1969); however, the
application of chernical mutagen significantly increases this value. Nitrosoguanidine
mutagenesis creates ts mutants with a reported 5% fiequency (Fields and Joldk, 1969),

and has been used in mammalian reovirus @cegarni and Gomatos, 1968; Ramig, 1983),
influenza A virus (Simpson and Hirst, 1968), and tobacco mosaic Wus systems (Singer,
1967). A total of 17 ts mutants were isolated fiom a totai of 351 potentially ts mutants.

This 4.84% fiequency of ts mutants is comparable to the expected 5% frequency (Fields,
1969). Although proflavin generates ts mutants with a 10% fiequency (Fields and Joklik,

1969), its best characterized mammalian reovirus mutants are rniidly temperature

sensitive

and

have

multiple

lesions

@tzelton

and

Coombs, 1995; 1999).

Nitrosoguanidine induces unidirectional transitions in viral RNA, such as cytosine to
uracil or adenine to guanine changes (Schuerch and Joklik, 1973). The tsA12 mutant S2
gene had an amho acid change of p r ~ l i n to
e ~leucinets8
~~
(Table 7) where codon CCU
(nucleotides 487-489) Figure 5) was mutated io C m , respectively.

4.2 ECTiciency of lysis assay and efficiency of plating assay.
Although avian reoviruses infections induce syncytia formation, they are
ultirnately lytic to the host ce11 (Duncan, 1996).

The novel efficiency of lysis assay

screens for temperature sensitivity as it compares the virus' ability to induce host ceIl
lysis at non-permissive and permissive temperature. Ts mutations that affect any stage of
the Wal life cycle pnor to release wili be identified by the EOL assay. The high
sensitivity of the EOL assay is demonstrated in the Iack of falsely identified non-ts
clones; however, many inaccurately identified false positives (ts) were recorded. Thus,
confkmation of temperature sensitive status of EOL-identified ts clones by the classical

EOP assay is essential.
The novel EOL technique has many advantages over the standard EOP
temperature sensitivity assay for initial screening of temperature sensitivity.

The

permissive host for avian reovirus infections, QM5 quail cells, require 10% fetal calf
senun

(FCS) and are attachrnent dependent. Thus, the general maintenance of large

numbers of stock ceUs is a costly and cumbersome task. The EOL method alleviates this
since 8 samples can be screened with each plate as compared to 1 sample per plate by

EOP. The novel EOL screening approach also involves less handliig and requires only 5
days to complete, in contrast to the labor-intensive efficiency of plating assay that
requires a minimum of 8 days to complete. Thus, the EOL assay is a usefbl means to
screen the often hundreds of potentiaüy ts clones isolated to reduce the number that need
to be w b e d by the "gold standard" method of EOP.

4.3 Organization of ARV ts mutants through genetic recombination analysis.

To begin the characterization of the panel of ARV

fs mutants, they were

organized into genetic groups to identie those mutants with ts lesions located in similar

gene segments.

Genetic recombination in viruses with segrnented genomes occurs

through reassortment of individuai gene segments rather than the classical means of
strand breakage and rejoining. - Classically, mathematical recombination analysis of
reovirus ts mutants organizes the mutants into groups based on the presence of ts lesions
in the same or different gene segments. Pair-wise mixed infections of mutants whose
lesions reside on different gene segments will result in the production of some reassortant
progeny whose genotype contains no ts mutation and acts wild-type-Like (ts').

Al1

progeny arising from mixed infections of mutants whose ts lesions are within the same
gene segment will have a ts phenotype. Recombination in the Reovirihe is described as

an "al or none event", either producing ts' progeny or not.

Thus, a continuum of

recombination values is not found (Coombs, 1998; Ramig, 1983).

This principle is

refiected in the defhed limits of recombination in each of the formulae applied: standard
recombination fomula, recombination index fomula, and the novel EOP recombination
fomula.

Organization of ARV ts mutants into recombination groups by the standard

Reoviridze recombination and recombination index formulae was problematic, Various
limits of recombination have been reported for the standard recombination formula,
where values of <O%,

<0.1%, or <0.2% indicate that mutants belong to the same group

and values of >l%,>2%, or >3% suggest mutants belong to different groups (Coombs,
1998; Fields and Joklik, 1969; Ramig, 1982). The lack of defined Iimits resulted in
uncertainty in the assignment of ARV recombination groups. Furthemore, some ARV ts
mutants feu within the undefined range of recombination and were unclassifiable, a
common problem in the analysis of Reoviridoe recombination with this formula (Table 2)
Pields, 1969; Coombs, 1998). To clar*

the organization of ARV ts mutants, the

recombination index (RI) formula developed to analyze recombination in bovine

rotavirus ts mutants was applied to ARV recombination data.

In most cases the RI

formula more clearly defined the ARV recombination groups compared to the standard
formula. However, some inconsistencies between the results of the two formulae were
present (Table 2 and 3). The RI analysis examines only viral titers at non-pe~mîssive
temperature and does not account for viral growth at permissive temperature. Thus, the

RI may inaccurately assess recombination in viral clones that are rnildly temperature
sensitive as s m d increases in the number of t s progeny may go undetected.

A novel recombination formula was designed to overcome the inadequacies of the
standard Reovindize recombination and RI formuIae, and to attempt to more clearly
identifl tsC recombinants. This new formula compares the temperature sensitivity of the
progeny, as defined by their collective EOP value, to that of the average temperature
sensitivity of the two ts parents involved in the cross. If reassortment of gene segments

results in the production of ts+ recombinants the progeny EOP value would be more wildtypelike than the parental EOP values. The accepted random variation of wild type virus
EOP values is within an order of magnitude of one. EOP values of fs mutants may also
vaxy randomly within sirnilar Limits and progeny EOP vaiues outside these limits are
signincantly dïerent. It was noted that recombination values withui the same group did
not exceed a value of 5 (Table 2 and 3); however, the significance of the consistency is
not known and will require fùrther examination. This formula examines parental and

progeny virus titers at both non-permissive and permissive temperature in the calculation
of their EOP values, thus is a more powefil approach than the recombination index.
Mixed infections that involve mutants fiom different groups resulted in a large diversity

of recombination values fkom 2 1.7 to 5676.1. Underestimation of the progeny nonpermissive titer would resuIt in a lower recombination value overall, and several
explanations for this are possible.

First, chernical mutagenesis may result in the

production of non-ts mutations. The combination of non-ts mutations in ts' reassortants
rnay not be favored and prevent their detection. Secondly, mixed infections with some ts
mutant combinations may interfere with the growth and detection of non-ts reassortants,

as has been suggested for r o t & u s (Ramig and Ward, 1991). Finally, a physical
separation of inclusion bodies within the rnixedIy infected ce11 may inhibit the process of
reassortment (Nibert et al., 1996).
Genetic organization of ARV ts mutants was improved by use of the novel
recombination formula compared to the standard formula; however it was not perfect.
For example, in the mixed infection of ts86 and tsF206 the recombination index analysis

confirmed the standard formula value and not the novel formula results. The EOP

recombination foxmula eliminated many ambiguities present in the standard formula
results. Various assigned lîmits of recombination have been reported in standard
recombination analyses where values of <O%,

<0.1%, or <0.2% suggest lesions lie on the

same gene segment and values of >1%, >2%, or >3% indicate different gene segments
(Fields, 1969; Ramig, 1982; Coombs, 1998). Exceptions are ofien present within the
undefined range of the standard formula (Fields, 1969; Coombs, 1998) and in some cases
the organization of ARV fs mutants was unclear. For exarnple, the standard formula

limits of either <O%,
respectively.

<O. 1%, or <0.2% had 2, 1, or O exceptions outside the range,

Similady, limits of >1%, >2%, or >3% had 2, 8, or 20 exceptions,

respectively (Table 2). Although the novel EOP analysis of recombination is superior in
the present ARV ts mutant system, it is not flawless, and should be used for dadication

in conjunction with other formulae.
A total of 11 ARV ts mutants were organized into 7 recombination groups and

indicates that 7 of the 10 ARV gene segments have representative ts mutations. Failure to
i d e n t e al1 possible recombination groups from a large panel of ts mutants is not
unprecedented. For exarnple, the 58 MRV ts mutants were organized into only eight of
the ten available recombination groups (Coombs, 1998; unpublished). It is possible that

mutations within certain gene segments may result in non-viable clones at any
temperature, and may account for their absence. Expansion of the panel of ARV ts
mutants is needed to attempt to isolate clones that belong to the three unidentified
recombination groups and to eliminate the possibility that some grouped mutants may
contain multiple gene segments with ts lesions. To date, six ts mutants isolated have
numerous gene segments with ts mutations.
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Ts188 failed to recombine with 5

recombination groups (Table 3) and suggests 50% of its genome harbors zs mutations.
Due to the Iïmited size of the viral capsid, viruses carry only essential genetic
information. A virus such as tsL88 (with '/z of its genome carrying t s mutations) would
WIely fail to thrive even at permissive temperature. ts188 exhibits a rnildly temperature
sensitive phenotype (EOP=0.046; Table 3) and is capable of marginal growth at nonpermissive temperature. This feature may not ailow adequate analysis of ts188 by these
recombination fonnulae,

4.4 The &A12 mutant and recombination group A summary

The temperature sensitive lesion of tsA12, and presumably tsA146 (another

member of recombination group A), resides within the S2 gene segment that encodes the

aA protein. CFAis a 45.5 kDa major core protein (Sheng Yin

et al., 2000) 4 16 amino

acids in length (Duncan, 1999) that attaches to the outer face of the core structure
(Duncan, 1996; Sheng Yin et al., 2000). Recent crystallization of the MRV core particle
revealed that the equivalent rnarnrnalian reovinis protein a2 (S2 gene) binds to the outer

face of the viral core and acts as a "clamp" to hold the structure together (Reinisch et aL,
2000). However, prior to Our analysis of ARV tsA12, the viral assembly process and the

structural role of ARV aA had not yet been studied. The ARV CA protein binds dsRNA
in a non-sequence specific manner (Sheng Yin et al.,2000) and prevents activation of
host dsRNA dependent enzymes that induce an antiviral state (Martinez-Costas et al.,
2000); however, whether CA has a role in the replication process is unknown. Although
the protein sequence similarity between ARV oA and 3 serotypes of MRV 02 is low

(33% wmpared t o MRV typel, 32.8% compared to M R V type2, and 34.3% wmpared to

MRV type3), GA and 02 share similar predicted secondary structure (Sheng Y i et al.,
2000). Thus, we were interested to examine this group of mutants to enhance Our

structural and biological understanding of CA tùnction.
Reassortant mapping concluded the tsA12 temperature sensitive lesion is
locaiized within the S2 gene segment; however, the parental origin of the S2 and S3 gene
segments in some reassortant clones (R186, R220, -22)

was unidentifiable by SDS-

PAGE. Polyacylamide gel electrophoresis in the presence of SDS allows band separation

based on size differences, however other factors may affect mobility. For nucleic acid
sequences identical in length, the specific base content (A, C, Gy U) influences the
molecular weight of the strand and thus it's migration profile.

This phenornenon is

demonstrated in the M W S2 gene segments (133 1 base pair in length) of TlL, T2J, and
T3D. Thus, point mutations rnay account for the aberrant migration of the S2 and S3

gene segments in R186, R220, and R222.

In marnmalian reovirus, the presence of

hybrid dsRNA secondary structure is reported to inhibit migration through the gel matrix
(Ïto and J o w 1972). Reassortant dsRNA was not completely denatured pnor to
loading, however the presence of secondary structure in non-engineered viral dsRNA is

an unIikely scenario.

4.4.1 Morphology of &A12

Structural analysis of tsA12 yielded inconsistent results that may enhance our
understanding of ARV assembly.

Particle counting data indicated an accumulation of

core particles at non-permissive temperature compared to ARV 138 infections. At least

two scenarios for mutant aA could account for the temperature sensitive phenotype
identified. Firsf CA may add ont0 the core structure incorrectly at restrictive temperature

and prevent the addition of outer shell proteins. Alternatively, GA may add ont0 the core
properly but the tr mutation lies on the outward face of the protein and inhibits the
addition of the outer sheil proteins. If the mutation exists on the outward face of the o A
protein, a codonnational change at the surface would be expected, and may expose
alternate protease cleavage sites- For example, a-chymotrypsin, a protease that processes
the mature virion into the core particle, rnay identifjr such changes on the core surface.
To test this hypothesis, mass spectrometry could be performed on &A12 core particles
produced at permissive and restrictive temperature to attempt to detect differences in the
peptide profiles and indicate a potential conformational change.

The ts phenotype

identifieci by thin section electron rnicroscopy was inconsistent with particle count
results. An accumuIation of cores was not identified at 39S°C, instead novel incomplete
outer shell structures were evident. To date, identiiication of incomplete outer sheils is
unprecedented and irnplies a second structural role for a& where outer shell structures

require an association with the GA protein to complete their assembly. This interaction
may be disrupted at 39S°C due to the ts lesion within DA. These open outer shell
structures could have been disrupted and lost during particle counting sarnple preparation

and may account for their absence. In contrast, the

ts

mutant equivalent in the M W

system, tsC447 (mutated a 2 protein), lacks core structures and accumulates complete
outer shells at non-permissive temperatures (Fields et al., 1971; Ramig et al., 1978). The

MRV 0 2 ts mutation resides within a different region of the core protein than the ARV

GA ts mutation- Thus, the d lesion may not inhibit the completion of outer sheil
structures in tsC447 but prevent the addition of "clamp7' protein (02) to the core,
resulting in its instability and foss. Altematively, the ARV and MRV assembly process

rnay occur by daerent mechanisms. The discrepancy between particle counting and thin
section electron Mcroscopy data has been identified in MRV ts mutants. For examplie,

MRV tsA279 particle counting data suggests an accumulation of spikeless cores .at
restrictive temperature, whereas outer shells are identified by thin section electron
microscopy (Hazelton and Coombs, 1995; 1999).

4.4.2 Secondary stmcture predictions for the tsA12 aA protein.

To interpret morphological changes seen in &Al2 at non-permissive temperature,
the amino acid alteration within the mutant GA protein was identified. The tsAl2
temperature sensitive mutation resides in the S2 gene segment (CA)and corresponds t o

an amino acid change at codonlss where a highly conserved proline residue (Duncan,
1999) is replaced by leucine.

Amino acid residues that are evolutionarily conserved

within a genus imply their importance in the structure and/or function of the protein. GA
a major core protein, Likely plays a critical role in ARV structure. Proline is a rigid nompolar cyclic amino acid recognized for its "helix breaking7' ability, whereas leucine is
non-polar and less rigid. The amino acid change within tsAl2 may result in increased
flexibiiity of the protein or rnay alter critical tertiary structure amino acid interactions.
The conformational change induced is detrimental to the virus at non-permissive
temperature (39S°C)whereas at permissive temperature (33 S O C ) the change is either not

evident or not lethal.

Secondary structure predictions for the mutated GA protein

codoniss were not consistent fiom the 3 programs used (PHD predict, PSI predict,
Wredict). The lack of consensus suggests that a structural change fiom wild type GAat
this position is possible. Crystallition or nuclear magnetic resonance image analysis of
the mutant and wild type CA protein is required to determine the precise rnorphological

change. Cornparison to the MRV core particle crystal structure (Reinisch et al.,2000)

using the RasMol 2.7.1 graphics visualization tool (Berstein, 1999), suggests the mutated
amino acid (at position 158) lies directly below the outer face of the GA protein.
Perturbation at this location may skew the arrangement of amino acids on the outer face,

l d i n g to non-viable core particle at non-permissive temperatures (Figure 14). Electron
microscopic particle counting data suggested &A12 accumulated core particles at nonpermissive temperatures. It is speculated that the altered GA secondary structure may
destabilie the protein at the non-permissive temperature and prevent the addition of the
outer shell ont0 the core.

Further structural investigations of tsA12, such as

crystallization, nuclear magnetic resonance imaging, or mass spectrometry as outlined
earier, is required to definitively assess the mutant protein changes.

4.4.3 BiologicaI rote of aA in dsRNA production. To assess the biologid

implications of the altered CA structure, the production of progeny dsRNA was examined

in recombination group A mutants. TsA12 and tsA146 both failed to synthesize dsRNA at
non-permissive temperature and were classified as dsRNA (-) (Figure 8). This suggests a
role for oA in the replication strategy and implies the protein is involved in either the

Virion

Figure 14: Proposed conformational change in the &Al2 oA protein.

The

temperature sensitive mutation of &AI2 resides within the OA protein. A section of the

core particle (GA, LA) is enlarged and the GA amino acid change shown in red (L:
leucine residue at codon 158). For the names of the other proteins present within the
virion, wre, or ISVP, refer to Figure 1. A conserved proline (rigid, non-polar amino acid)

residue that Lies just beneath the protein surface (based on MRV crystal structure,
Reeinisch et al., 2000) is replaced by leucine in this ts mutant. Leucine is a non-polar
amino acid with less inherent stmcturd constraints than protine, and may result in

increased protein flexibiiity at this region. A conformational change may be induced at
the surface of CA, explahhg the accumulation of cores as the addition of the outer sheii
is prevented. This type of alteration may be detrimental to the virus at non-permissive
temperature and cause the ts phenotype; however, the mode1 must be confïmed by
protein cqstallization, NMR imaging, or mass spectrometry.

production of the (+) ssRNA itemplate for (-)RNA), assoriment of plus sense strand into
the assortment cornplex, or directly in the synthesis of the (-) strand. Evidence that the

GA protein binds dsRNA in a sequence non-specific manner (Sheng Yi et al., 2000)
supports the involvement of aA in the repaication process.

Similady, the MRV

equivalent protein 02 binds dsRNA (Dermody et al., 1991) and i f s representative is

mutant, fsC447, fails to synthesize d s b (Ito
~ and Joklik, 1972b). The biological
correlation between ARV recombination group A mutants (fsA12,tsAl46) and the MRV
group C mutant (tsC447) confirms a role for this major core protein in the replication
cycle.

However, the mechanism in which aA is involved is not yet understood and

fùrther investigations are required. One possible explmation for this dsRNA (-)
phenotype is that an interaction between oA anid the newly synthesized dsRNA stabilizes

and promotes continued elongation of the prcdgeny genome. Perhaps a conformational
change in the mutant GA protein at non-permissive temperature inhibits this interaction
and prevents the production of dsRNA-

4.5 The isD46 mutant and recombination group D

The temperature sensitive mutation in fsD46 was identified in the L2 gene

segment known to encode the hB protein.

The

fi

lesion in other mernbers of

recombination group D, fsDl95 and tsD219, may also reside in the L2 gene, however
confirmatioe by reassortant mapping is required.

The 130 D a ARV AB protein is

present within core particles (Martinez-Costas et al.,1997) and is predicted to function as
the RNA dependent RNA polyrnerase (RdRp) based on its Location in the virion,

stoichiometry, and correlation t o MRV (Van Regenmortel et al.,2000). Tu date, the avian
reovinis RdRp has not been studied and little is known in cornparison to the MRV
equivalent protein, U. MRV X3, a minor interna1 core protein, is associated at the 12

vertices ofthe icosahedron and requires the @ protein as a cofactor for activity. Together
the M W 3.3 and p2 fiinction as the RdRp, helicase, and RNA triphosphatase within the
core particle (transcription) and in progeny assortment complexes (transcription and
replication) (Van Regenmortel ef al.,2000). To broaden Our understandmg of the avian
r e o v h s counterpart (AB protein) and to correlate it to MRV l.3, ARV recombination

group D was characterized structurally and biologically.
4.5.1 Electron rnicroscopic analysis of tsDl6.

To morphologically characterize the temperature sensitive phenotype of fsD46,
electron microscopic analysis was performed. TsD46 exhibited a poor growth phenotype
at both permissive and non-permissive temperature by particle counting analysis and thin
section electron microscopy.

The growth of tsD46 at 39.S°C was fùrther reduced

compared to 33.S°C infections, as seen by decreased total particledm1 in the particle
counting analysis, and the absence of tsD46 infected cells at 39S°C by thin section
electron microscopy. Particle count preparations indicated the distribution of tsD46 virai

and sub-virai particles was similar for both temperatures and resembled ARV 138 39S°C
infections. The temperature sensitive phenotype of tsD46 is characterized at 39S°C by a

deciine in the total number of viral and sub-viral particles whiie maintainhg proportions
similar to permissive temperature infections and suggests that the XI3 mutation disrupts

an early stage of viral replication and/or assembly. This evidence supports the predicted

AB replicase (RdRp) funaion as mutations here would interfere with viral replication and
tninscription and result in a general decline in dsRNA genome, protein synthesis and total
Wat progeny.
4.5.2 Biological role of

kB in dsRNA production. To examine the biological

effects of the Al3 ts mutation-within members of recombination group D, the ability to
synthesize dsRNA at 33.SOCand 39S°C was assessed. TsD46, tsD 195, and tsD219 failed
to synthesize dsRNA at the restrictive temperature Pigure 8), while at permissive

temperature dsRNA production was similar to that of the controls.

This cornmon

recombination group D dsRNA(;-) phenotype suggests the ts lesion in all members affects

similar LI3 protein fiinction. These results support the predicted RdRp function of XE3 as
dismption in this protein would result in decreased transcription and replication and thus

an overall decline in total dsRNA production. Similady, the representative MRV RdRp

(Id)temperature sensitive mutant, fsD357, fails to synthesize dsRNA (Cross and Fields,
1972) and further supports the proposed function of liB.

4.6 Recombination group 8, C, E, F, G, and ungrouped mutants dsRNA
production.

To biologically characterize ts lesions in mutants that belong to

recombination groups B, C, E, F, G, and those mutants with multiple mutated gene
segments (fs 86, fs 108, ts 205, fs 207), the ability to produce dsRNA at 33S°C and
39S°C was examined. The recombination group B mutant (tsB31), group C mutants
(tsC37, tsC287), and the ungrouped mutants ts 205 and ts 207 retained the ability to

synthesize dsRNA at restrictive temperature and were classified as dsRNA (+) (Figure 8).

The protein(s) that harbors their

lesions has not yet been identified by reassortant

mapping however, the disrupted function is not related to progeny genome production.
Mutants that belong to recombination group E (tsEISS), F (fsF206), G (tsG247), and the
unclassified mutants

ts 86

and ts 108 failed to produce dsRNA (dsRNA (-)) at 39S0C.

This suggests the mutated proteins represented by these mutants disrupt transcription,
replication, andor genome packaging at some stage of the viral life cycle at the nonpermissive temperature. To rneaningfilly interpret these results, identification of the
mutant protein by reassortant mapping is required.

4.7 Future Directions.

This research has introduced the first panel of ARV ts mutants and initiated their
characterization; however, many aspects (biological and morphological) of their ts
phenotypes have yet to be explored. Expansion of the panel of fsmutants is required to
isolate the three missing recombination groups and eliminate the possibility that mutants

fiom groups A-G carry multiple mutated

(ts) gene segments. Furthemore,

a panel of

ARV ts mutants with representative ts mutations in al1 10 gene segments would allow
thorough characterization of ARV protein fùnction. To date, the gene segment that
harbors the ts lesion has been identified in only two of the seven recombination groups.
Reassortant mapping of the other groups is required to allow meaningfbl interpretation of
phenotypic characterization studies. Little is known about the ARV assembly process,

and morphological analysis (thin section electron rnicroscopy, particle counting) of other
prototype mutants may increase our knowledge in this area. Our analysis of ARV GA

suggests this protein attaches to the outer face of the core, similar to MRV ~ 2and
, may

be involved in the assembly of wmplete outer shell structures, uniike MRV a2. This
difference may reflect a unique ARV assembly pathway, or an association not yet
identifieci in the MRV

fs

mutant system. To c o h the location of CA,
crystallization,

NMR imaging, or m a s spectrometry of the core particle should be performed. The
replication cycle of avian reovinis has not bien previously characterized. Preliminary
biological

studies (dsRNA

synthesis)

implicated

the

proteins

represented by

D (hB),E, F, and G a s being involved in repIication cycle
recombination groups A (CA),
pnor to virion assembly, while the ts mutant proteins o f groups B and C are not involved

in dsRNA synthesis.

The predicted RdRp fùnction of AI3 was confirmed by our

phenotypic investigation of recombination group D and by correlation with the MRV
RdRp ts mutant, tsD357. More detailed studies, such as synthesis of plus sense ssRNA
template, may further elucidate protein fùnction in the viral lifecycle. Muced infection of
&A12 and ARV 176 generated a senes of clones with potentid SI gene segment

deletions.

Characterization of these deletion mutants by S 1 sequence anaiysis may

idente essential coding sequences andor sequences that promote this deletion. Analysis
of protein production at restrictive temperature would also enhance Our characterization
of the panel of ARV fs mutants, and are currently undenvay.

Avian reovirus is an

atypicai member of the orthoreovins genus; however, it possesses unique features not
identified in the protosrpic mammalian reovirus. Recently, studies in the avian reovirus
field have increased. This panel of ARV ts mutants may serve as an important tool to
uncover the molecular mechanisms of ARV and enhance Our understanding of the

Reovirihe as a whole.
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